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Preface

.

This Leport describes the observer's manual and the corresponding
trainer's manual for the classroom observation instrument'which was
designed tocode the'behavior of the teacher during receding instruction.
This observation instrument and its related training program were
developed as par(r. of Contract OEC-0-71-3715 with the United States Office
of Education.

The "Reading: Teacher Observation Scale" has been designed to be used
with a corresponding observatidn instrument which focuses an the behavior
of the students. ,

The "Reading: Teacher Observation Scale (TICS)" can either be used
by itself, or it can be usedconcurrently with the "Reading: Student

Observation.Soale (SOS)" by having ..two observefs present in the classroom,
one using the Redding TOS and the other observer using the Reading SQS.

When both observation,, instruments are.used at'the sante time in the

classroom, the pair of trained observers would obserVe so that one
observer Odes the teacher's behavior in ten-second intervals while the
other obserVer codes the behavior of a different student every, fifteen
seconds. The time Interyald for these two observation instrumentdaire
different because our pilot tests of the instruments indicated that it
was too difficult to do reliability ,studies of student olierN)ations
within any shorter time interval.

The manual which was used by the observbrs during thegtraining
program appears in Part I of this report: The trainer!s manual which
was used duritg the training program appears in Part'II of this report;
the.trainer'slmanuall contains additional practice exercises and a

detailed training schedule. The formal training program for the
observers also included audio-tapes aAd colored slides which simulated,
scripts of teacher-student interactions.

The stopwatches Which we used for this observation instrument
contained.decond-hands which completed a 360° sweep in thirty-second
intervals, thus permitting three teacher behaviors to be coded in efch
complete sweep of the second-hand.

We would like to acknowledge the assistance of several colleagues

C: in the development of this observation instrument' In'particurat, we

p would like to thank Dr. Jaap.Tuinman, Dr. Margaret Steen, Dr. Dewey Lipe,
Mrs. Maureen Welch, Miss Kathy Snider, and Mrs.. Nancy'llynd for their

.valuable suggestions and comments.
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We would also liketto.thdnk the following administrators who helped
arrange for us'to observe ongoing reading classes during the developmental /

phase of this project:. Mr. Michael trice, Mr. David Miller, Mr. Louis
Elvin, Mrs. Irma Ltibbok; Dr. Gloria ed, McBride, Mr. Harry
Barber, Miss Mary Horvath, Miss Janet ownes.

Most of we wouad'like to express our-appreciation and gratitude.
to the teacheis who allowed us to observe their classes during reading

:instruction; theii cheerful cooperatiodand patience not only made our,
task an enjoyable one, but it also provided us with an essential backdrop
against. which to develop the categories for the observation instrument:
Mrs. Maureen Welch, Mrs. Nancy Hynd,,Mrs. Patricia DeLeond, Mrs: Betty
Godfrey; Mrs. Ann McLaughlin, Mrs. Irene Fisher, Miss Kathieep Snider,
Mr. Tom Baldwin, Mr. 'Ted Moyer, Mr. Shelly Partlon, Miss Shirley Treichler,

4 Mrs. Zula Smith, Mrs. Fran Homonay, Donna Guldin, Ir. Larry Hauler,
Mr. Frank Brooks, Mrs,: Sandy Ogren, Mrs. Barbara Lombardo; Mrt. Alex -0
Hrabvicky, Mrs. Margaret White, Mr. Bob Wilson, Miss 4gane VanTine,
Miss Barbara Marcus, Miss Maudine Baker,. Mrs. Alva Aronson, Mrs. Myra
Williams, Mist Almeta'Miiler, Miss Betsy\Page,44Mrs.-Virginia Andrews,
Miss Rebecca Pearson, Mrs Mary Andrews, and Mrs. Jean Jones. We are
grateful for their generous help.
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History; rurppse, and Goaleof tile Project
.

The observation instrument which is described in this manual
was developed specifically for the study of reading activities in
elementary school classrooms. It was designed to describe the
major types of interaction that we would ene'ct tb occur during
reading instruction so that a systematic study of the activities
of teachers and students 'during reading instruction could be

. undertaken.

This observation instrudent is not meant to be used to evaluate
any-teacher who is observed. Its purpose isto describe what
happens during reading instruction in large variety of types of
reading classes so that the relationshi'p between what teachers and
,students. do during reading instruction, and how well the students
learn to read, can be studied. This relationship is essentially a
research question, and all.information collected as part of the
observation procedures is treated as confidential information by
the research team. The information collected about any teacher is
not reported to anyone in the school district, land the data that .

is reported will be described only iT terms .of groups of teachers,
and individual teachers will not be identified in any reporting
of the data.

I
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Courtesy Rules for Observini

e
.

It is important to remember that you are a visitor duting the
observation times spent in a school. As an observer, you are ex- 2.

petted to conduct yourself in such a way as to cause the le st
disturbance to the school, its faculty, administration, and students.

Each time you enter a schoor ou must report to the principal's
ffice to tifY the schoOl of your resence.

t.tit no time should you indicate*criticiip or disapproval of
practices or circumStances\that have been observed lc. the school or
its classrooms. Everything' that is observed in the pressroom
should be treated as confidential information and should not be
discussed iside or, outside the sChbol.

1Observers are not.expected.to outline or to discuss the details -
of the coding scale or the overall project. The school and the
teachers are. supposed io,be briefpd about the'project before the
ob's'ervers' arrival by thelocal'coordinatar and in order to prevent..,
any Confusion or misunderstanding; all quebtions should be-directed
to the local coordinator'and not answered by the observers.

'At no time should you interact with the students or the
instruction going on in the classroom.

"
When conversing with,, the teachers, fa lty, or, administration,

you should be friendly and polite, but 'yo should stay aloof from
profesSiOnal discussions. In order to, avoid arguments, try to
agree with what isbeing discussed even/though yOu may personally
disagree: ,

.

, The reason that it is important for you to follow these pro-
cedures is that administration and faculty ay be naturally
apprehensive about haying an observer in th schools and class-
rooms. The coding scale is riot meant to be n evaluating instru-
ment,'and thus the observer must in no way ap ear to be asking ,
judgments about the school system, Lts faculty, or procedures.

In order to summarize these concerns and to make it easier for
you fo remember them have prepared the following suggestions:

.1 10
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1. As soon as you arrive at the hoot, check in t the
principal's office ta lit therm know that,34 re-there.
Be sure to stop at the principal's office on tour way
out of the school each day to tell diem that you-are
leaving. The principal has a right to know en you
arrive and leave the school. building. ,

2. Direct all questions about the study to the local
coordinator.

3. Try to avoid eating lunch at the school whe ever
pessibl_e. This-4ction enables you to reduceAhe
burden on the cafeteria staff and to avoid y.lerIng
unnecessary questiOns concerning your work.)

-

4. Never argue with the teacher or anyone in t e school,.'
Turn all problems over to the local coordina or and
let him resolve them.

_

5. Be friendly and courteous to all teachers., other
Adults, and'Students but never discuss your aersofal
opinions of any teacher, aide, or stddent,wi anyone
in the school. Your task is to merely serve', the
classroom, and you should .pot make sugOstio or
.give advice to anyone at the. school, ever if hey
ask you to do so. Try to remain detached From what

° you observe so that your presence will not be ome an:
interference in the classrooms. ...

-/
1* .

6. Avoid chit-chat with the tedchers, aides, and tudents
as much as possible. Do not go to .the teacheTs' lounge
unlesS.it would be obviously impolite not to d so at
certain times, but.always be careful of the co ments
that you make. Always remember that you are a ues at
that school.so that your actions do not offend anyone

40'
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How to Observe

4

In order to acquaint yourself with the'achool, the teachers,'
and the classes,you will pbse4ve4,it is advisable that you visit
the school and the classroolis before actually observing with the
coding scale. You'should use this time to introduce yourself to

, the teachers and-to familiarize yourself. with the classroom and
the students. You should inforin the teacher that there will be'
times when you must round the classroom "in order to code'
accurately.

When you enter the classroom for each visit, you'should spend,,
the first five minlites'sfamiliarizing yourself with the activities ,
going on in the classroom. You should use this time to walk about
the classroom and to,observe what kindA of mateilals-are being used
and what the students and teacher are doing with them. Yoll will
find this familiarization period extremely helpful to accurately -

decide how.ta code the subsequent activities.
101,

Imes successful obse ver should disengage himself from the
- ongoing instruction in order to code accurately, Youshoula,not
become so involved with what is happening in the classroom that you
.forget about the timing of the coding. Observing, takes' a pertain
amount of practice since it re4uires concentrated effort to observe
,and to make acCurate coding decisions within a few seconds..

, You will ne d the following items whenever you are observing:

stopwatch
'clipboard

4,
\

coding sheets
two sharpened pencils

The ,following is a list of suggestions that you should be
familiar with:

l.' Try not to d sturb the class in any way.. Some teachers
may ask you -t) sit in a certain chair and you should
,agree

.

to 'do 4p, but tell the teacher pdlitely that you
may hie to move around the room. Your task' as an obsery

' -is to get close enough to the teacher or student whom
you are observing to see and hear what is happening with
out interfering with that teacher or student. This means
that for a good part of the time you will need to walk

,
4,

,
12
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.
around the clasroom, remaining on the per hery Whenever
possible. When You:do move about the room,
movements casual since arlytmabrupt movements
'o disturb the cAasp and to call attention t you.

2: 'Avoid eye,contect with the teacher or:student whom ou are
r.observing.. This will help them to pay less 4tenti n to,yOu.

If a,te'acher or student looks'at you whileyou are coding;
look down it your,codin,g sheet so that. you do not entourage

.
that 'activity."

1
If a student asksA you.a questfOn Wine you are poding, try
not to ansWer if at all'pAssible. Although ads sug gestibn
appears harsh,"it_is-the-stdplest, most effective way to
;discourage ;His undesirable-activity. The students' will' '

' soon forget that.yot.are there if you do not ,talk. with them.
a

. -

Try to avoid talking with the'teachei7 or aides about the.

doding scale, If the teachdr ofaide asks you what you are
coding; try to be polite but do not go into any details.about'
any Oethe ,coding categories or they might be tempted to try
to. demonstrate the ategsfles for .yoU while you are observing.
YoU.want to observe the norjual; everyday activities of the

.

teachers and students; andnot a special perfoimance designed
to*match the coding scales, Refer all:clutions about the
coding scales to the local coordinator.

5. Do,not wear flamboyant or ove'?tylish clothes to the schbol
or you will distract the teacher's and students while you are
observing. You should dress to correspond to the dress code
that applies to the fadulty of ithe school in which you are
observing.

-5-
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General Codin

A

There are several coding rules that a ply generally to
coding:decisions. The following rules apOly"to all situations
in the classrooms. e

1. If the obsei4er -decides sometime d ring the coding
,session-that he has incorrectly co ed some previous
activities because, he has misunderstood the purpose
of the'actil4ties, he should stop coding and Shut off
hig',stOpwatch. He, should theh precisely identify the
codinenumnrs which are inc.Orrect-,1 and chAnge them
tothe:correct codes. For those numbers for which
the observer is hot sure,:ffrshould not-cha4mehem
but should restart hi stopwatch antiTontigUe to code_
on his present underst ndifig of what is happen ing in
the class'room.

2. Avoid talking with the eacrkeras much as possible.
If the teacher talks to yollrhile you are coding,
turn off your stopwatch, try to keep the conversation 0
as short'as possible w1thout being rude, then restart
the stopwatch for the remainder of the observation'
period.

("-

3 The observer should consider, the hallway as part of the
classroom when the teacher is using the hallway as an
extension 'of the clissroom.

4. If you ar observing the teacher and the teacher leaves
the room, try to4hietly follow the teacher s long as, A.

the teacher is engaged in a learning activity of some
kind so that.you tan- continue.ocode the teac Sr's
behavior.

5. If the students take a test for part or all of the class
"period, the teacher's activities during that time should
be coded;in the appropriate categories. 1

14
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a

1

1

\If you fill up a.box on your coding sheet, stop your
stopwateh, get .out a new coding sheet re-start your
stopwatch and continue observing for. the rest of the
observation period.

7. If the pUblic address system or a phone call nterFupts
the class while you are coding, shut off your stopwatch
and do not continue observing.Ainxilepproximately two * '

minutes after, the public address system has stopped.

8A There may also be, unforeseen ciroumstances such as a
milk-break, or fire drill. -Whenever interruptions
such as these occur yciu Should stop coding and wait
until the normal ctivities have been resumed for

,

. approximately two minutes before you continue to code
the teacher's acti1itjes.

I .

.
. ''a''

. .

a;

I

O
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IntrodUCtion to 'the 2-diftenAional Coding Scale
A

. i . ,

..ahe Teachr Obser \ation Scale
I
is d signed to record actiyities

in the classroom in terms of two dimen ions: Mode and.,Content...

$.
The Mode dimensionOescibei the manner in whichvaterial is

presented to the students. The Content dimension describes the
kind or type of activity being performed by the.teachenand the
students.

.
, , I . .

. 0, .
..,

the advaniege of using this 27-dimenV.onal coding scale is
that the observe,r can code simultaneously' the Mode 'and Contenf.
of any activity being observed in'the'classroom.'

. .
.

. .,This,scale is designed to Ile used with a stopwatch.in order
th4Aptiwitiesin the classroOm may be coded at fixed-fime.inter-
vals. Using thief procedure, it will be possible to collect-a .°.

,

valuable', composite picture-of the activities taking place in

I '

reading classes.

In this manu4l, the coding scale will be deSpribed in'detail
so that your will.6econg familiar with all the categories snd the
coding rules.' The coding procedures, decision rules, and codig
echedules.will also be discussed.
;
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Preceduresfer Coding and Scheduling

_1

The procedure for classroom observation of the reading .and
.non-reading activities of. the teacher and students requires a
systematic approach Wthe coding actiVities. The basic unit

A
of observation consists of.10second interval's. These intervals
end as the hand of the stopwatch passes over the 10, 20, or
.30 second mark.* The observation procedure - should, develop into

a smooth rhythm in which the observer watchesthe teacher and
decides what acuity is occurring at thb moment thatthe hand
cif the stopwatc 'pa'sses overlhe 10, 20-,A or 30 second marking
on the stopwatch:

v_.
For this projectiopacn class will be,,observed on nine

different days for 22 minutes each day (see,,Table,1). :Mese t
nine observations should be distributed so that one-third of
them occur during ale firsttthird of the reading period', one-
third occur dUring the middle-third ofthereading period, and.
one-third occur dfting the last-thirdof the reading period.

4 For the purposes.of'this study, the observation period that .

occurs during the first-third of-the reading period is assumed
to begin five minutes after th' start of the schdduled reading
class and last for twenty-two minutes, The observation period
that occurs during the last,third of the reading period is
assumed to last for twentilftwo minutes and to end five minutes
before the end, of the scheduled reading period. The middle-
third of the reading period would include that twenty-two
minute observation period during the scheduled reading class
that occurs somewhere near the middle of these-two extremes.

,

The qopwatches used'in this project haye a second -hand that
compl6Ns a 360 degree sweep during each 30 seconds.

17



Table

54

.0
Schedule for Each Observation Visit to a*Classroom.

ft Length of. Time

4'

Description of Coding Activity

First 5 minuNs Orient yourself to classroom situation
but db not code any activities. Wind
your stopwatch.

15 minutes Use stonwatch and cede the.teachey's,
activities. % .c

2 minutes Fill out the information on the
' Classroom Environment Form (CEF).

P,
22 minutes TOTAL

A-,

18
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The following'is a list of rules which pertain'to the
scheduling of observations:

1. Observe each class only once each day for a total
Of 22 minutes. Do not spend more than 22 irdnutes in any
teacher's classroom on any one day.-

A

2. 1:)c) not tell the individual teachers the day or time
of your next scheduled visit so that they do not ple-
pare a special lesson for your observation.. Refer all
questions about your schedule of visits-to the local

.

coordinator. .

0 -, 3. No classes of substitute teachers should be obsexed.
If the teacher is. Absent on a given day, her claaes
should not be observed on that day.

4.- If 'a student teacher is present iv the teacher's' class,)
code the activities of the teacher, even if the student
teacher is in charge of the instruction.

7

5. If possible, do-not.observe in a school on a day in which
a:special event has the:students especially-excited. The
local coordinator can help you to make this decision.

-r

6, If a teacher's class is away from the classroom in an as-'
sembly or on a field trip, do not observe that teacher at
that time.

7. It is ,permissable to observe a class during a shortened
class period, but only If the shojtened period is at least _

thirty minutes in length.

A

41,
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Mode of Instruction. .

4

The "Mode of instruction" refers to e manner in which ,
activities are presented to the students. T ere are five Modes
of instruction.:

//

(1) T-talk
. (2) Other" Adult-talk

'S-talk r
(4) Machine.

'(5) No-talk

T-talk

The -"T-talk" /lode of instruction refers to those. instances
which the teacher is .talking;

1

Example 1:. T: "How dp you pronounce the third word
, in the sentence written on the bOard?"

Example rHowdo you spell the word beagle?*

Other Adult-talk

The "Other Adult-talk" Mode of 'instruction refers to those
instances in which an other adult in the classroom (e.g. an aide,
the principal) is talking, and the teacher is paying attention
to the adult' An other adult is anyone who is 18 years or. older.

1

Example 1: The teacher and students listen-as4an
aide reads,a sto6r outloud to the class.'

Example 2: ."An aide is telling one, student how to
spell the word through while the teacher
'listens.

(9'
O

-)
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S-talk 4:1

The "S-talk" Mode of 'instruction refers to those instles
in which the students to whom the, teacher is paying attention
are talking

Example 1:

Example 2:

9.

S: "The Word cat Means -a small,. furry
animal .that purrs."

IN.1.- --
."You spell dilapidated as

d-i-l-a-p-i-d-a-t-e-:d."
V -

, ib.

Machine

The "
when the 'ma

,words to the
machine.

hine" MOdeOf instruction refers to those instances
ine is talking or-silently presenting pictures or
students and the Weller is.payIng attention to the

Example 1:

Example 2:

r

The 'students and the teacher are read-
tasilently from a controlled reader.

The students and the teacher are listen-
ing'td a'tete reCorder,pronounce-voc7
abulary wards.

/

21,



No -talk

The "No-talk" Mode of instruction refers to those instances
in which the teacher is.not paying attention to, any verbal ac- ktivity in the.classrooT4nor paying attention to a machine. (Pauses
beareed9words of normally spoken sentences should not-be coded.
as "No- talk ")

12

Example 1;. The-teacher is watching the sLients who 4

are reading a story silettlyito themselves./

ExakTle 2: The teacher is waitikg for the student to
answer a question she has just asked.

44

22
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Special ,Coding Rules for Mode Categories

I

Rule 1. When two Mode categories occur simultaneously when
' the statep han of the stopwatch crosses the 10, 20, or 30 second'
mark,- code the category which. has the higher.precedende. The
precedence hieraichy is as follows:

r

a. T-talk
b. Other Adult-talk
c. S-talk
d.

e. No-talk .

rExample 1: The aide and the students are,singing
a song together, as the teacher watches.

Code: 0(ihet Adult-talk

Example 2: The teacheT and one student read aloud a
nursery rhyme together.

Code: T -talk

ft

o
Rule 2. If the students in the classroom are talking but

the teacher is not paying attention to this talk, the activity
should not be coded as S =talk. The observer should only code

4
the students as talking when the teacher is paying attention totheir remarks. This rule also appriesAo those instances in

R which,an other adult, or a machine, is presenting material tothe students.

Example 1: While the teacher is writing on the
blackboard, two students whisper about
their workbook exercises.

Code: No-talk

oot
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Table 2
w

Coding Sheet for Coding only Mode Of Instruction

,. I

in

T- talk

1

51/

Other AdUil-

tAlk
r.

ao1

S -talk" -

Machine

No-talk
tr

e
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I

dePracti-tXercise #1` For boding _Mode of truct4on...., in§\ ,-

___-

4

DireCions: .0na separate, piece of pa er write the numbers 1 -18
4

in a column: Next to the'COrresponding number oteach praCtice
exercise, identify the Modd-Of instruction as eithr T- talk, Othpr'

S-talk, aell.-, v No-talk.

Example: Teicher:, "How-do-you prOnounde'this word ?,"

Answer: T-talk-

1

1. The students are reading from a controlled reader, and-the
teacher pronounces. an unfamiliar word which is on the screen.

0
2. -A -student asks th teacher, "What does,the word.serious-

_,mean?"--

3. The teacher and students watch a-film about Africa.

4% Students are raising their hands after an aide has asked
a question while the teacher watches the cress.

Co

An aide is'telling two students how to spell a word while
the teacher watches.

The students are passing in their'spelling worksheet
the teacher -- there s-a general low murmur in the class-.

root.

e students and an aide are clapping their hand to the
rhythm of a record while the teacher is recording grades

book.

-r



udents in the class are reading silentlyto them
while the teacher is'telling one child at her-desk
spell a certain word.

/The s dents and the teacher read outloud in unison apoem
from their book.

ff

10. A strident raises his h d, and callSoUi "Tkn the answer:"
wfiile,theigacher is stching him.

Tl. ,Thetescher is writing new vocabulary words on the black-
' iboard while the students read a story silently. o them- 4'**

12:' An aide is dictating words for the students-to spell while
the teacher' watches theM.

13.J The teacher asks; "What happened next in the story?"

V.
The student anSwers, "The dragon ate the dog", while the

.

teacher listens.
, 1

J,' 4

Lhe 44 dents are reading a. story aloud along with 'a tape
recorder while the teacher watches them:

O

16. A teaching machine flashes a wordo-nn the screen lad the
teacher and students read it silently to themselves.

17. An aide and the students are reading a story aloud together
while the teacher watches. -

-

18. The students and ehe teacher listen to a record reciting
nursery rhymes.

p'

(The answers to, this practice 'exercise are,on page 55)

fl

%).
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Content of Instruction

The Content of instruction refers to the type of instruc-
tional or non- instructional. activity that' is taking plade duringthe instant when the sweep hand of the stopwatch, crosses the10, 20, o'r 30,second Markings. There are eleven: cAtegories used
to describe the Content of instruction, put of these categories
are related specifically to reading activities (Cotprehension,
Pronunciation and Work Recognition, Language StrOctute, and Read-

, ing Silently). Seven other categories are used to describe other
instructional activities (Spelling, Listening Instruction, Non-
reading Instruction,. Management Instruction, Positive Feedback,.
Negative Feedback, and Extraneous).

Reading activities are meant to include those activities bythe teacher, other adult, machine; or,'students which include a
printed stimulus in theformnf letters-of the alphabet, combinationsof letters, words,phrases,.sentences, and paragraphs. Reading
activities do not include mathematical symbols,-pictures, maps, orcharts unless these objects are accompanied by written'or printed
Jetters, words, phrases, or sentences. Other instrdcqpnal activitiesinclude management, instructional, and non-instructional activitiesin the class room other than reading activities.

.1. Reading: Comprehension

"Comprehension" during reading activities refers to those
intances in which the teacher, other adult,'machine, or students
demonstrate understanding of what the students have read. Notethat this category refers to situations where the students have,,s'at one time, read or seen the printed, materialbeing discussed.(The material may have been read at some previous time.) It
includes questions, statements, or actions suchas defining a
word; giving the meaning of a sentence, or interpreting a story..

Example 1: The teacher points to the word buff
'written on. the board and says, "What
does" thig mean?" 0

- Example T:. "What 'Words in the story helped you
to see how the farm looked?"

fl

.27
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Example 3: After the class has read the story;
Jack and the Beanstalk, they act

.out the story while the teacher watches,

1 I them. ,

Example ::The students have read a story which
contains the word parliament. The
teacher says,-"Who can use parliament in
a 'sentence?"

Example 5: The teacher watches the students draw
pictures of a story they have just read.

2. Reading:, Pronunciation and Word Recognition

"Pronunciation and Word Recognition" during reading
activities refers to those instances when the teacher or students
or other adult or machine pronounce aloud letter combinations,
words, phrases, sentences, or stories. Note that this category
refers to those situations where the students see ot are reading
the printed material being pronounced.

When only the teacher or only one of the students can read or
see the printed material being pronounced, the activity is 4ded as
Listening Instruction (Content category 6) except when the teacher
is dictating words for the students to spell. In that case, code
the activity as Bpelling (Content category 5).

This category also includes phonic rules' which deal with
pronunciation symbols, rules for vowel, consonant, and combination
sounds. In addition,,this ategory-includes non-verbal actions
such as pointing, writing, coloring, etc. that the students, teacher or
machine may use to indicate questions or answers to pronunciation
and word recognition problems.
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9

Example 1:

EXample 2:

Example 3:

T: "Tell me how to prgounce this word."

,ZT: "Start thinking of words in which the
letter o is long." (The letter o
is on the board.)

4Z74

The teacher
class while
their books.

reads a story aloud to the
the. students follow along in

Example 4: A student reads a story aloud, to the
teacher and the class, who follow along
in their books.

Example 5: In answer to the teacher's question,.
"Which word sounds like cat?, " the
student points to the correct word.

Example 6: yollowing the directions on a worksheet,
the students color the picture, the name
of which begins with the ;am sound as

I) the word red, as the teacher watches.

4-

29
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Example 7: An'aide holds u1:0a flash' ard with the
word giraffe written on it and says,,
"How many sounds are in this word, ?"
while the teacher watches.

p eq The teacher writes the phonetic spfl-
ling of a word on the board.

Examp' The teacher' reads the definititn of a
word written on the board to' the students.

'71

3. Reading: Language Structure

"Language Structure" refers to the structure Of a word,
phrase, sentence, or paragraph. Note that this category
refers to situations where the students have read or seenthe printed material being discussed. It involves punctuation,
grammatical construction, and syllabification when it is done for
the purpose of hyphenating a word. When words are broken intosyllables in order to aid in the pronunciation of words, the
activity should be coded as Pron. & Wd. Rec. (Cpntent category 2).

Example 1: The teacher eRplains neither-nor con-
struction Neither-nor is written on
the bladk ard.

/'Example 2The teacher asks, "What kind of
punctuation follows a question ? -:'

Example A student asks the teacher, "Where do I
put the hyphen in this wow?"

.'Example 4: The teacher asks, "In the word wasn't,
what letter has been replaced by an,
apostrophe?"

Example 5: The teacher is saying words and' the
studenta are writing down the vowels
found in. that word. I

pi)30
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4. Reading Silently .

"Reading Silently" refers to all times when'the teacher is
watching the students read silently to themselves or look silently
at printed material. The teacher may *also be coded as "Reading
Silently" if she is reading the same material as the students.

b 4

Example: The teach em Watches as the tudents read
a story stTently to themselves

5. Spelling a

"Spelling" refers to ingtances in which words or parts of
words are formed, one letter at a time, aloud, to oneself, onthe
toard, or on a sheet of paper. It alsO includes activities that
have, to do with recognizing individu tters of the alphabet
and also alphabetizing activities. e ctation of wordg or senr
tences by the teacher or students so ,that the students can write
out thege words are also included as spelling activities. "Spel1c
ing" also refers to writing activities such as the teacher telling
a story which a student is making- up and dictating to her. "Spell-
inedoes not have to take 'place during reading activities.

Example 1: T: "How do you spell pluck?"

F.;,,,ample 2: The teacher writes the word glasses on
the board.

-

Example 3: T: "What is the first letter in the
word giraffe?"

Example 4:, A student asks the teacher,"Which of the
words, gnome or dwarf, would come first
in the dictionary?"

Example 5: -The teacher is dictating a list of
vocabulary words for the students to
.spell correctly on their papers.

Example 6: A student makes up a story and dictates
it to the teacher, who writes down what
the student is saying.
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6.' Listening Instruction

"Listening Instruction" includes questions, statements, and
actions which refer to reading material that has been read to the
students or that is about to be read by the students but which they
themselVes have not seen nor read. Also included are instances

a-where the teacher (or a student) is reading aloud to the students
when. the material that is being read is not available tp the
students.

4

4

Example 1: The teacher has just read a story to her
class who did not have books'. She asks
the students, "What did the boy in the
story doj'

Example 2: The teacher stops in the middle of. a
story she is reading to the class and
says, "Doorbell is a new word. Let's all
say together." The 'class does not
have books.

Example A student ks, the teacher who is reading
a story to

el

fhe class, "What does the word
goat mean?" The class does.not have
books. 4k-

Example 4: The 'teacher is reading a list of words
aloud to the students, After "she has
read the word shoelaces she asks,"Can
you point to your shoelaces?" The
students cannot see the lief;

lExample

Example 6

The teacher reads a story aloud to the
studenta. The class does not have books.

Just before' the students read a Story,
the, teacher says, "The name of this story

The Straw. Ox. Sow 'many of you know
what an ox is?", The. students do not have
*their books open.

. 32
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7. Non-reading Instruction

"Non-reading*Instruction" activities are those activities in
the classroom which are instructional in content but are not specific
reading activities nor activities which refer to-material which has
been read to the students. Non-reading activities can include mathe-
matical symbols, pictures, maps, charts or other objects when these
objects are not accompanied by written or printed letters, words,
phrases or sentences.

;Example 1: T: "What holiday did we observe yester-
day?"

Example' 2: T:, "See the new growth on this piece of

4 moss that I brought in to show you."

Example 3: The teacher hows the class a picture o
a spider and says, "Tell me one fact
about .a spider."

Example 4: The teacher writes 3 x 4 = ? on the
board and says, "John, what is the
answer?"

33



8. Managemqnt Instruction

""Management Instruction" includes transitional activities,
managing activities, and directing Activities done by the teacher,
other adult, machine, Or a student that facilitate the instruction
taking place &ring reading or other instructional activities,.

Transitional activities includechanges from'one Content
category to another Content category. 0

Managing activities involve the movement of students or materials
during instructional activities.

Directing activities include directions, statements, or manage-
ment which may or may hot $nclude4a printed stimulus.

NOTE: Addieional explanations, and exceptions to gisitategory
are found in Special Content Coding Rules 7 and 8 on pp, 33-34

0 ,

Examp le 0.1;

Example '2:

Example 3:

Example 4:

Example 5:

Example 6:

Example 7:

Example 8:

T.f. "Take out your books."

A student asks the teacher,-What should
I do next?"

T: "Open your books to page 134 and read
the story."

4

T: "Bobby, your gpup.is ready to come
over here, so come on over."

The teacher is paAsing out spelliig
books.

.

T: "Yesterday we studied long vowel
sounds and today we're going to t't,udy

short vowel sounds."

A student asks the teacher, "Where's the
blue paint?

The teacher says, "Paul what are you.
doing?"
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9. Positive Feedback

"PositiVe Feedback" is meant to include all instances in
which the teacher, an other-adult; or a machine praises or encourages.
the behavior 'of students regardless of whether these actions occur
during reading or non-reading activities.

.Example 1: T: "All right. Very good.".4
Example 2: T: "I like the way John carries his

chair and Sally walks so softly."
o

Example 3:' T: "That's correct."

10. Negative Feedback

"NeghtFve Feedbadk" is meant to include all those actions by the
teacher or another adult or machine that either tell the student that
his answer is wrong or disCipline We Student in some-way for his actions
regardless of whether these actions occur during reading or non-reading
activities.

I

r

Example 1: T: "Class, be quiet."

Example The teacher puts her finger to her lips
and says, "Shhhh."

Example 3: T: "Why, are we making so much noise?"

Example 4: T: ."No. That is the wrong answer."

0
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11. Extraneous

"Extraneous" includes' irrelevant and incidental comments or
actions that are not codeable in, any of the other categori's. Tt
also inc es'non-instrusi.tiOnal management-

'Non-instructional management.includes,administrative functions,
activities related to entering or leaving-the classroom, daydreaming,
movement which is riot related to instruction or without apparent
purpose, and questions and statements which refer.to personal acti*ities
.occurring outside the classroom.

Non-instructional games; such as "Checkers" or "Battleship" or the
like, that the students play which dolaot include. NAitten or printed
material should be-coded es "Extraneous." When the teacher is watching
a student- give positive,or negative feedback to another student or
herself, this should be coded as "Extraneous."

r

Example 1: The teacher whispers in one studentts
- ear.

Example 2r A student asks the teacher to sign his
2,ate slip.

Example 3: The teacher counts lunch money.

Example 4: T: "Go line up for recess."

Example,5: The students clean up the classroom so
they Marleave.

Example 6: The teacher watches a student who gets
out of his seat-and walks to the back
of the room. His purpose is not known.

Example 7: The teacher watches two'students play
checkers.

Example 8: The teacher says to a student, "I hear
You got a new puppy yesterday."

Example The teacher leaves the classroom and
goes to the lavatory.

;

Example -10: The teacher is watching thelObserver.

'36
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Sped:jai Coding Rules for Content.Categoried

The following rules apply to special situations wixhin the
Content categories.

Rule 1

If the student answers""I don't know" or if a student gives a wronganswer to a question, the
responses should alwayd be coded as ifthey were correct responses within the appropriate Content situation.

Example: T: "How do you spell beagle."

S: "b-e-e-i-u-1"
Code 5

Code .5

Rule 2

-The "carry -over" effect: Activities which are directly related to
the instructional activity which-is the focus of the teacher-student
interaction should always be coded in that category which describes
the focus of the instruction. For example, pauses in the instruction,that occuithenever the teacher is waiting for's student to answerher question or whenever the teacher is asking the students 4.f they
agree with an answer are coded as part of the "carry-over" principle.

Example 1: T: "How do you pronounce this Code 2
word?"

(pause) Code 2

Students raise their hands to Code 2
indicate they want to answer the
question.

S: "Beagle." Code 2

T: "Is she right?" eode 2

,(pause) Code 2

S: "Yes,"
s Code 2

4,1
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Example 2:

Example 3:

Example

Rule 3

Writing
appropri
teacher
.When3ve
activi
Writi
when
and
(i.e

"Which word comes first in Code 5
the dictionary, apple or
zebra?"

: "I know. I know. Let me
answer."

I: "Write a fact about 5, of
these 10 animals."

S: "I can write about all of
them."

4: Teacher is alPhbetizing words
on the board.

Code 5

Code 8

Code

Code 5
6

S: "Yea. I got them all right." Code 5

activities by the teacher should always be coded in the.
ateContent category which describes the activity the
is doing if the students .are supposed to be watching her.

r the .intent of the. teacher's activity is not known, this
ty is coded as a Spelling activity (Content category 5).
ng activities are also coded as Spelling (Content category 5)
the teacher is writing a story which the student is making up

dictating or when the, teacher is managing creative writing
. when the students make up and write their own stories).

Example 1:

Example 2:

Example 3:

Example 4:

44,r,

The teacher writes a sentence
on the board.

The teacher writes kan/chan(t)s
on the board as the phonetic
spelling of conscience.

Code 5

Code 2

The teacher writes the definition Code 1
of a word on the board.

The teacher watches the class Code 5
make up at write stories.,

38
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Rule 4 \\
16

Explanations by the teacher oroa student which seem to go beyond
the printed reading stimulus but are clearly celebd to the reading
stimulus are still coded as part of that ongoing instructional.

activity.

Example: The class has just read a poem
about bees and several students
take turns telling bout their
personal experiences with-bees.

M71:

Code 1

Rule 5

Whenever the teacher is engaged in an activity which is differeiit
from that which the students are doing; the. teacher is coded as )
participating in either Conent category .8 or 11. 4s

cP

Example 1: Aide to T: "That's a Pretty
sweater," while the class is
reading a story. "4

Code 11

Example 2: T to Aide: "Why don't you work Code 8
) with Pam for a while?", while

the class-writes stories.

Example 3: The teacher is writing spel-
ling words on the board while
the students are reading sil-
ently.

Example 4: The teacher is sitting at
desk correcting papers while
the students are writing defi-
nitions pf words.

Codt

Code 8
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Whenever verbal and non-verbal activiti
the verbal activity should be code4

Occur simultaneously only

a

*
Example 1: As thd teagher 0 writing

spelling wor on' the board
she says, s getting awful4
noisy!"

Example While the 'teacher is filing
SRA mater It she asks, "Did
everyone hish their story?"

a

Code 10

Code 8
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Rule 7.

When there is no talking going on in the clriissroom and the teacher
is watching the students perform a sTecific Content category,..the
teacher should be coded as prticipating inthat category.

Example' The teache'r is watchivg.die4
students do a worksheet where
they match synonyms..

Example .The teacher is watching the ~Code 2
students do.a worksheet
exercise'where they circle
rhyming words.

,ExLiple 3: The teacher re watching the
students divide, compound words

"into two separate words.

Code, 1

Example 44

Example 5:

Example 6:-

Example

Example8:
-r,ot

The teacher is watching- the
students do spelling exercises.

$

The teacher is-watching the
students' who are making up and
writing stories.

The teacher is, watching the
students read silently.

The teacher'is watching a
student work a multiplicapion
proLlem.

The teacher asks a student to
pass out reading books and
watches her pass out the books

- Example 9: The teacher-asks a student to
'water a plant in the room and
watches as he does so.

Code 3

Code 5

Code 5

Code 4

Code 7

Code 8

Code 11

41
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Rule 8

/
Content specific que\-t-ions which are worded in the form of
directions should be coded under the appropriate category,4%

hot under Man. Inst. (8).

-34-

Example 1: The teacher says, "Tall me how
to pronounce this wo

Code 2

Example 2: 1: "ShoW me where the apostrophe Code 3
goes in this word."

Example 3: T: "Tell me what this word
means."

Example 4: The teacher says, "Multiply
2 x s and tell me the answer."

Code 1

Code 7

Rule 9

When a machine is presenting the material it cannot be coded
as List. Inst. (6) unless the students can see someone reading
that material aloud from a text.

Example 1: The teacher and .the students are Code,6
watching a TV program in which an
adult is reading a story aloud
from a book which is clearly
visible to them.

Example 2: A tape redordpr is reading the
story of Jack and the Bean-
stalk to the teacher and
students who do not have books.

Code 7

7_

1

42 '
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Table #3

Abbreviations, for Content Categories

Categories . Abbreviations

Reading

1. Comprehension 1., Comp.

2. Pronunciation and Word
Recognition

3. Language Structure

4. Reading Silently

Instructional

5. Spelling

6. Listening Instruction

7. Non - Reading Instruction

8. Management Instruction

Other

9. Positive Feedback

10. Negative Feedback

41. -Extraneous

1

2.

3.

Pron. & Wd. Rec.

Lang. Struc.

4. Rdg. Sil.

5. Sp.

--%\ 6. List. Inst.

7. Non-Rdg. Inst.

8. Man. Inns t.

9. Pos. Fdbk.

10. Neg. Fdbk.

11. Ex.

43
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a Reading

1. Comp.

2. Pron. & Wd. Rec.
3. Lang. Struc.
4. Rdg. Sil.

Tabre 4

Coding Sheet for Coding only

Content of Instruction

Content

Instructional

9
% 5. SO'

6. List. Inst.
.7. Non-Rdg. Inst.
8. Man. Inst.

Other

9. 'Pos. Fdbk.

10. Neg. Fdbk.
11. Ex.

1.

...

.

I

..

5.

6. .

A

7. . ,

.. .

.

i
o

......... _____

.

.

.,

. ,

-

9.

10'.

.
.

-

11. ,

.. .

44
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Practice Exercise #1 for "Coding Content of Insttuction

4.

Directions: On a separate piece of. paper number the page from
1-25. Read the practice exercise item and identify the Content
which describes the item. Opposite the number of the item, write
the.number of the appropriate category as found in Table 3.

Example:, T: "Very good, Alice."

Code: 9

14?
tia/: )

'the meaning of the second word ?"1. The teacher

2. The teacher,
pronounced,

asks, "What's

-says, "If you were to write that word the way it is
how would you write its

3: The teacher says, "It's time for recess."

4. The teacher says, es sentences are very good ones."

5. After reading the phrase, two-thirds in a story, the teacher asks
the students, "Who can draw me two-thirds of something on the
board?"

'3

6. When one student pauses. before an unfamiliar word in a story he
is reacting aloud, the teacher asks, "What do you do when you don't
know the word?"

7. The teacher dictates a sentence to the students. They write the
sentence. on their papers.,

8. The teac e writes the word deafen on the 66ard and,says to the
students, at s the suffix' of this word?".

.41
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9. The teacher says, "Jill, eyes down!"

10. _The class is discussing Eskimo's and a student suddenly says,
"I don't haye any cavities."

11. The teacher interrupts dictation of spelling words by saying,
"Did you hear about the flash'flood in Texas yesterday?"4

12. The students act out a story they have just read while the
teadher watches.

13. The teacher watches silently to see if the students are'ready
for-the next sentence during dictation.

14. In answer to a teacher's question, "How do you say this word ? ",
the student replies, "I don't know."

15. In reply to a tudent's answer, the teacher says, "I don't
think that's right,. Jimmy."

The teacher points to a word on the blackboard and asks,
"What punctuation is in the word, wasn't?"

17. The teacher holds up a picture of Niagara Falls and says,.
"Who knows what this picture is?"

18. The teacher reads a story aloud to the students. The teacher has
NNN - a back but the students do not.

19. After the student tells the teacher that it is reading time,' the
teacher replies, "Yes. Thank you for reminding me."

20. The teacher announces, "I'm going to,put the first six words on
'the board."

21-. The to ents have just read the sentence, A lion roars, and the
tea asks them, "How many of you have ever seen a lion?"

0

46
9
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22.' The'teacher'asks, "How many of you need paper for the spelling
exercise?"

-Nto

23. 'Mile the. students`' are doing workbook exercises the teacher
rites a sentence on the board.

24. -A student goes up to the 'teacher's desk andSays, "I went to
the dentist's office yesterday."

a

25. The teacher watches as theistudents read silently' ;o themselve's
at their desks.

The answers to this practice exercise are on page 56)

0.

47
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Practice Exercise #3 for Coding Content

Directions: For this practice exercise, write the code number of the
appropriate Content category' above theplifst word of each
sentence. The /category number should describe the Content
of each sentencd.

Teacher:- Today we're going to begin a studY-of some of the passages of

Jane:

the Bible in order to see how its authors used symbols and

images in their stories. (Writes the word symbol on the board).

All right then, a symbol is something which stands for or repre-
,

sents something else. Now this "thing" can .be a word, a phrase,

an object. Pete'pointed out an object in the room which

symbolized something else. The flag represents the .S.A.,

freedom, etc. In the Bible, we'll be reading some pr se dnd

some poetry which include words used as symbols. Once the

symbols are understood It should be, easier for you to

comprehend what,the authors dre saying- the opinions that they

are expressing.°The first selection to read today is one that

I'm sure mostof you are familiar With - Psalm 23. Since you

all have your own versi4s of the Bible, I, can't giire you a

page number, but the book of Psalms can bgfound about midway

through the Old Testament. And. they're numbered in order.

(Give students time to find Psalm.). Would everyone now take a

few minutes to read the psalm to:himself, then we'll have `some -

one read it aloud. (PauSe'to'reaL) Who will volunteer to read

. the psalm aloud? Jane? ,

1 The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.

2 He maketh me to lie down 4n green pastures: he leadeth me

beside the still waters.'

He re-stor-eth my soql: ha leadeth me in the'paths of righ-

teous-negs for his name's sake;

48
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4 Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,

I willfearno evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and

they staff they comfort me.

5 ThoU preparest.a table before me in the presence of mine

enemies: thou a-noin-test my head with oil; my cup

runneth over.

6 Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my

life: and I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever.

Teacher: Fine, Jane. A good reading. But a few-of those words gave a

Pete:

little trouble. Let's go 1?ack to clear them up. First,

4
notice the old fashioned endifigs on some of the words. Can you

pick those out?. Pete?

Yea. There is maketh, leadeth; restoreth, leadeth (again), thou,
0

thy, thy (again), thou (again):1preparest, and mine sounds funny

'where it is, thou (again), anointes't (whatever that means),

runneth, and ... that's all.

Teacher: Good, Pete, I think you got them all. Now what about the "eth"

endings? How do we end these same words today? John?

John: "s", like makes, runs, leads.

Teacher :. And what about the "thous" and "thys"? Debbie?

Debbie: The Quakers say that. And I think the Pennsylvania Dutch. They

all talk like that. One time we got off the Pennsylvania

Turnpike and went, to eat in a place where they had that kind of

I '

food and you should have seen how they dress and everything.
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Teacher: I think you're talking about the'Amish,'Debbie. Let's go back:

to what you said at the beginning about the Quakers. Some of
2

them still do use thou and thy. But do you know what they mean?

Debbie: Sure. That's their way of saying "you" and "your" and stuff

like that.

Teacher: You and your. That's right. But I'm not so sure it's an un-

usual way of saying things. After all, were used to the way

the commandments say "Honor thy father and thy mother." It's

just, that we've become a little less formal in the way we

address people nowadays. The same thing goes for the "e2h"

endings that we've changed to s's as John said before. There

were a few other words that I'd like to check On before we go

into the meaning of the poem itself. Does anyone know the

meaning of restore?. Jeff?

Jeff: To put back again, like when you restore old furniture.

Jim Yea,.or a house or something.

They do that with paintings, too. We learned that in Art class.

They scrape all the dirt off them and the 'colors get bright

again.

Teacher: OK. Fine. Now let's look at the words surrounding the word

Jane:

restore. "He restoreth my soul." Do you think the poet is

- talking about taking,something off your soul so that it will

get bright again? Jane?

Well, sort of. I guess in away, when you do something wrong,

your soul shows it. I guess if it was something you could

see - I mean your soul -.maybe it'd get darker or something.

Then when you did something good, it would sort of get clean

again.

s®

11,
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r
Teacher: Well, I'm not so sure that that's what,the poet means here,

but at least you've got the meaning of restore. Now, what

about righteousness? Amy, read verse number 3 again, please.

Amy: "He restoreth.my soul; he leadeth me in the paths of

righteousness for his name's sake."

David; That means good or something 'cause the Lord would be taking

you down the road to good, not bad.

Teacher: Pete?

Pete: What about justice, like "he leadeth me in the paths of justice"?

Teacher: Good, Pete. Now one more word - anoints. Does anyone know what

anoints mean? Chip? Why don't you read. the sentence with the

word in it?

Chip; "Thou anointest my head with oil." It must mean to -put on or

something - that sounds icky!

Teacher: To us it might, I guess. But that was a Hebrew custom that

-
showed when a person was favored or someone special. We'll get

into that a little more later. What about someone figuring out

a word,to substitute for anoints in the sentence? Carol?

Carol: Covers?

Teacher: Speaking of icky! I doubt that he was referring to that much
o

7 oil, Carol.

Debbie: How do you know? Maybe they had strange customs, toy.

David: What about marks? He "marks my head with oil" ' 4.1se you said

it had something to do with marking somebody special.

Teacher: Good, Dave. Let's get back to the symbols beAs used. Pete

'%j said that a symbol is something which stands for something else.

The poet here is David - the same person who as a boy killed

Goliath.

51
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You mean the kid with the slingshot? That was a cool story.

He hit that guy right in the head - splat! Really knocked him

out. He couldet have grown up to be a poet - after bein' such

a hero,- that's goofy.

Teacher:' p11, he did. Maybe sometime you like tp read some of the

other parts of the story of David to see h he grew up. He

was quite a hero, but he was also a poet. Anywayeto get back t
4

to the psalm, can anyone figure out what symbol David is using .

forGod? Debbie?

Debbie: The Lord?
0

Teacher: No, that's just another word for the same person. Chip?

Chip: A shepherd?

Teacher: .Right. See if you can pick out other words that 'continue the

image of the shepherd and the countryside - Rich?

Rich: "Green ilastures-...valley...and tod and'staff" - aren't those thtilgs

shaped like a, question mark that the shepherds in pictures always
Cf

ares cdrrying?

Teacher: You're right, Rich. Anyone else have other suggestions? John?

John:

Pam:

What about "still waters" - that's country. Besides you always

have to have water near where your sheep are grazing.

And "leading me" because that's what a shepherd does with his

sheep...and paths because that's where he leads them.

Teacher: Now read through the poem again and find the relationship

between the shepherd and his sheep. (Pause) Jeff?

. .

Jeff: I guess it would be the same as between any shepherd and his

sheep. They depend on their shepherd for food and water. Be

leads them. around.
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Teacher: Then what do you suppose David is saying about his Lord? Jane?'

Jane:
4

That the Lord is like his shephrd That makes him the 'sheep,

and the Lord leads him Itrognd.

Rich: Yeh, and thdf he depends on the Lordr'for his food,andeverything.

Debbie; But that's not true. The Lord doesn't give everybody their food.

work'to get money, then buy the food like we do.
0

Pete! Yeh,, but, like who provides the jobs and who gives you the brains

to learn a job go y411 can, get the job?

Debbie: Well...

Teacher: I think we're getting into personal beliefs here. It'llbe

hard not. to during outidiscussions. But to get` back to the

poet himself, why do you think David chose to use the symbol

0
of a shepherd?

Tim: 'Cause he thought sheep were cool right?

Teacher: ,Pf a cartoonist were going to represent the U.S,, why would he

be likely to use the national symbol of the eagle?

John: 'Cause- everybody knows that.

Teacher: OK, so?

Roseanne: Oh, I get it

Pete: You always do.

Teacher: Row do you mean, Roseanne?

011

Roseanne: Well, everybody here knows the eagle. °So everybody then must

have known a lot about sheep. I guess there were a whole lot

of farmers or something.

Teacher: Right - this is basically true. A poet will generally use symbols
4

that his audience of 'readers will be familiar with. To sum up then,

we have here one ,of the'most famous poems in the Bible:. It's a

S3
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Jim:

poem &which the main symbol being used is the Shepherd. It's

a poem in which the mood of comfort and peace is brought out

through David's choice of certain word's and phrases. It's easy

to see why so many people "l the valley of the shadow of death"-

those people who are sick or dying or those who-have just lost

someone close to themfind this Psalm ilry important in their

lives. Some of you may remember seeing Governor George Wallace

reciting the Psalm at a speCial Mass said for him shortly after

4: his serious injury. Would someone read the poem once more aloud

Snow that we've studied its meaning more closely and can appreciate

it more fully? Jane read the first time - let's have someone

else - Jim?

4Do you want me to read theeold,fashioned version or the modern
41

one we figured'out?

Teacher: Try the old'one again, Jim., I think it'll come much easier now

and it's really considerede

Jim: OK - here goes!.

The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.
4 '

He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me

01,

. beside the still waters.

0,
He restoreth my.soul: he leadeth me in the path's .of righteousness

r

for his name's sake.

Yea, though I walk through the valley of the sha0ow of death, I

will fear no evil: for thou art with me; .thy rod

and thy staff they comfort me.

. Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine .

enemies; thou anointest my head with oil; my cup

runneth over.



fi.

Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of
P

my life: and I will dwell in. the house df the

Lord forever.
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J1

Mode-Content Cornation so

All the classroom observations that will be used to collect
data on 'teacher activities during reading instruction will use the
coding form presented in Table 5. Note that this coding sheet
includes' the 5 Mode' combinations, and 11 Content categories denoted.
by the numbers 1-11. Your task as an observer is to code each activ-
ity that takes place when the sweep hand of the stopwatch crosses the
10% 20; or 30 second marking during each minute of the observaitiorn period
into one of these Mode-Content co nations.

You are there; ore required to make 2 decisions each tiwe the
sweep hgnd crosses the 10, 20, or 30 second mark.

(1) What is the Mode of instruction?

(2) What is the Content of-instruction?

The 2-dimensional answer to these questions is orepresented.by
placing the number of the Content which represents the observed
activity, into the correct Mode line. For example if the teacher
is pronouncing a word to the class,this would be coded by writ-
ing a 2 (Pron. & Wd. Rec.) in the "T-talk" Mode line. In the
following 'practice exercise, write the abbrev tions of the Mode
categories and the number the Content cate ry.
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Table 5

Coding Sheet for Coding Mode-Contpnt Combination.

Content

Instructional

1. Comp.
2. Pron. & Wd. Rec.
3. Lang. Struc.
4. Rdg. Sil.

2
Mode

I

Other

Sp. 9. Pos. Fdbk..
. List. Inst. 10. Neg. Fdbk.
. Non-Rdg. Inst. 11. ' Ex.
. Man. Inbt.

T -talk
.

/

1

.

.

.

.

.

4-

.

41

Other Adult
talk

6
4-

f

.-
..-

.

.

.

.

S-talk
.

.

,

.

,

q

I
i

,

.1,1

.

-.

Mach.
.

.

'

,t.

No-talk
.

.

J.-

.

,i

.

.

.

,

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

-7
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practice Exercise #1 for Coding Mode-Content Combination.

Directions: On a separate piece of paper, number'the ,page from 1-29.-Opposite the number of the item, write the abbreviation which representsthe appropriate Mode. Next-to that abbreviation write the numberthat represents the appropriate Content.

Example! The teacher writes'on the boa d apostrophe
and says to, eight students,."It's called.an'
apostrophe and it shoW`s possession.

Code: T-talk, 1'

'

1. A stadnt asks the teacher, "What's the.meaning of the :secondword in that sentence on the board?"A
4..

o

_ 2. There is silence in the room while the teacher waits for
the students to answer the question, "How do you spell giraffe?"

3. An aide and the students are reading a story from their readingbook aloud, together. The teacher watches and-listens to them.

4. The teacher is explaining to the class why the boy and the dogin.the story have just run away, when she calla; 'Billy', bequiet and listen!"

; 5. The teachers is talking to the parents of one of her students while
the aide is giving a spelling assignment to the class.

6. The aide is explaining neither-nor construction to the studentswhile the teacher watches. Neither-nor is written on the
blackboard.
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7. The teacher.is writing the phonetic spelling of conscience on
the board whillythe students in her class are reading silenting
to themselves.

8. The teacher is helping one student read a\story athex deSk.
She says, "Johnny, read the first paragraph."'

a

9. The teacher tells the clasg, "You all got9100% right on your
spelling tests -- that's very good."

10. .0The teacher and the studentS listen,to a record recite Mother
Goose rhymes. Neither students nor the teacher have a book..

.11. The teacher is writing math problems on the board while the
Sltudents in the class are doing'spelling exercises at their
desks.

12. .A boy walks up.to the te her's desk and'asks her, "Which spelling
ae-xcise should I dip next?" while the'teachr listens Co him.

13. The teacher watches a student and a machine pronounce words
together.

e

14. The students have just read a story about animals in Africa. The

,
teacher asks them, "Who has ever seen a ion?"

15. An aide says to the teacher, "That's a pretty sweater you have on'
while the students,. in the class draw pictures.

16. The teacher is listening to one student recite multiplication
tables.

. ,

O
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17. The teacher is waiting for the students in the class to
answer the question, "What two words does the contraction,
wasn't, stand for?" Wasn't is written of the blackboard:

18. In the middle of the tdacher's explanation to the class on
,4r> how to look up words in-the dictionary, one 'student inter-

rupts saying, "Ellen took my pencil!"

19. The teacher and the students are reading aloud together the
definition of travois from the dictionary.

0

20. the aide says to the students, "Which of these three crayons
is red?'.! The teacher is watching them.

21. A teaching machine is showing one student how to punctuate'
quotations. the teacher watches the machine and the student.

O

22. After the teacher has called one student up to her deSk and told
him that.he did very well on his last test, the student smiles.

23. The students and the teacher` are listening to a tape, recorder
read a story. Neither students nor the teacher have a book.

24. Aila)the class watches her, the teacher writes the definition
Of conjunction on the board.

25. The teacher is watching while the three students in the class
listen to a record which recites the alphabet.

'

26. The prin ipal disciplines one student for being noisy while the
teacher watches.

60
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27. The teacher previews a filmstrip on Safety Rules while the
students in the class write stories abodt their pets.

28. The teacher watches as the class reads a story silently.

29. The teacher is watching the classrooM°observer.

(The answers to this practice exercise.are on page 57)
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APPENDIX A

Classroom Environment Form
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Name of ObserNier

Date

Teacher

Time Start Finish .

'School

Grade

City

CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT FORM (CEF)

lc, How many adults, including the teacher, are there in the classroom?

2. How many students are there in the classroom?

3. Circle the answer to the following questions about the classroom:

yes no (a) Are there magazines accessible to the students?

yes no (b) Ate there story books% other than textbooks, available to the students?

yes no (c) Is there a dictionary in the classroom?

yes no (d) Does the classroom contain a set of encyclopedias?

yes no (e) Are there words included in displays or charts in the room?

yes ta (f) Is there a globe in, the classroom?

yes no (g) Are the letters of the alphabet printed in large letters somewhere
it the classroom?

yes no (h) Are ,there travel posters in the classroom?

yes no (i) Are there ive animals in the classroom?

yes no (j) Are ere large maps in the classroom?

yes no (k) Is the art work of the students on display?

yes no (1) Are the desks arranged in rows?

yes no (m) Is there a table with chairs around it. where the students can go
to work?

4. Write the number of pieces of equipment accessible to the students
in this classroom for each type of equpiment listed:

tape recorders

.:typewriters

slide projecto

movie projectors

controlled readers

television sets

record players

film-strip projectors

language masters
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APPENDIX B

. Answer Keys for Practice Exercises
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Answer Sheet P.E. #1 for Coding the Mode of Instruction

1. T-talk (see rule 1 p. 15)

.2. S-talk

3. Machine

4. No talk

5. Other Adult-talk

6. No talk (see rule 2 p. 15)

7. No-talk *.41-

8. T-talk

9.' T-talk (see rule 1 p. 15)

104, S-talk

11. No talk

'na 12. Other Adult-talk

13. T -talk

14. 8qalk

15. S-talk (see rule 1 n. 15)

16. Machine

qA,

17. Other Adult-talk (see rule 1 p. 15)

,
18. Machine

a

I

s.
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P

Answer Sheet for Practice Exercise #1
-Coding Content of Instruction

7,

1. 1'
1 d

14. 2 (See Content Rule 1 p. 29)

2. 2 15. 10

3. 11 16. 3

4. 9 17. 7

O
5. 1

O
18. 6

6. 2 19. 9

7. 5

o

20. 8

8. 3 21. 1 (See Content Rule . 31)

9. 10 22. 8

10. 11
fl

23. 8 (See Content Rule 5 p. 31)

11. 7 24. 11

12. 1 25.

13. 5 (See Content Rule 7 p. 33)
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1. S-talk, 1

112. No-talk, 5 (See Content Rule 2 on Rul 5, p- 31)

p. 29) 16. S -talk, 7

3. Other Adult-talk, 2 (See Mode Rule 1 17. No-talk, 3

18. S-talk:' 11

-57-

Answer Sheet for Practice Exercise #1
Coding Mode-Content Combination

.

15. Other Adult=talk, 11 (See Content

. 15)

4. T-talk, 10 19. T-talk, 2

5. T-talk, 11 20. Other Adult-talk, 7

6.. Other Adult - talk, 3
e

7. No-talk,'8 (S Content Rule 5

,on p. 31)

8. T-talk, 8

9. T-talk,

.10. Mach., 7,(See Content Rule 9, p. 34)

21. Mach., 3

22. No-talk, 9

23. Mach., 7 (See-Content Rule
m.

p. 34)

24. No-talk, 1 (See Content Rule

3, p.30)'

11. No-talk, g,(See Content Rule 5, p. 31) 25. Mach., 5

12. S-talk, 84.

13. S-talk, 2 '(See Mode Rule 1 on

p. 15)

26. Other Adult-talk, 10

27. Mach., 8 (Set Content Rule 5,

p. 31)

14. T-talk, 1 (See Content Rule 4 on 282 No-talk, 4 (See Content Rule 7,

p. 31)

6`:

p.33

29. No -talk, 11 ,
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Part II: TRAINER'S MANUAL
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.TRAINING SCHEDULE

Sunday evening

7:00 -8:30 (a) .Discuss history, purpose, goals of project

(b) nand out stopwa tches

- -explain how to, wind them
0

(

- -explain how to read them

Hand out clipboards, paper tablets,.pencils

-exp1ain how.to attach the stopwatches to
clipboards.

(d) Hand out the Observer's Manual.' (Have
observers read pages 1-11 of this report.)0

.
r

4
(e), Disou

0
rules for observing,

- - courtesy rules ,

--how to observe

-- general coding rules,

- -two dimensional Coding
b

- - procedures for coding,and scheduling

Discuss meaning of "reliability .checks."

Discuss definitions and examples of MODE
'dimension

7
and special coding rules.

HaVe Observers do Practice :Exercise #1 for
coding MODE.

,

.(This exercise is on page 17 of
'this report.)

(g) Discuss the exercise after the observers
check the answer sheet (page 55 in this report).
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Monday morning

8:00-9:00

9:00-9:45

9:45-10:00

10:00-10:15

10:15-11:15

11:f5 -1:00

-59-

ti

(a) Review rules for observing

--courtesy rules

--how to observe

--general coding rules

--two dimensional coding.

--procedures for coOing.and scheduling

(b) Review definitions and examples of MODE.

(c) Have observers do Practice Exercise #2
for MODE.

(This exercise is .bn audio-tape,
read item by itet. The text and
ans ers are on pages 69-70 in
thi report. Have the observers num-
ber sheet of paper from 1-17 and
write the correct coding for MODE
for each item.)

IP

Discuss the 'exercise

Drive to school

Observers watch classrooms in pairs but do not
code.

a

Observe' pairs use own stopwatch and practice,
coding MODE.

Different observer pairs use ohI stopwatch and
obtain 2 or 3 fifteen-minute eeliabilities on-
MODE.

Drive to tr g sloop mid Lunch
t

10
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Monday afternoon

(The assistant trainer computes the morning's reliabilities while
the trainer conducts the afternoon session.)

1:00-1:10

.1:10-1:30

1:30-2:00

2:00-2:30

2:30 -2:45

2:45-3:15

3:15-3:45

3:45-4:15

4:15-4:45

4:45-5:00

ti

Observers frequency total each catry.

Discuss .the morning's codings:

Observers read CONTENT definitions and examples
for categories 1-4,

Discuss ccategories 1-4.

Break

Observers read CONTENT definitions and examples
for categories 5-11.

Discuss categories 5-11.

Read and discuss special coding rules for CONTENT.

Have observers do Practice Exercise #1 for CONTENT.

(This is a written exercise found on
page 37 in this report.),

° Discuss the exercise after the observers check
the answer sheet on page 56 in this report.)

C

71

or-
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Tuesday morning

8:00-8:20

8:20-9:00

9:00-9:45

9:45-10:15

/ 10:15-10:35

10:35-10:50

10:50 -11:10

11:15-1:00

-61-

Trainers read aloud items on Practice #1 for
CONTENT one by one. -L

Observers write answers and each answer is discussed
before the reading of the next item.

(This exercise is found in this report
page 37.)

Have observers do Practice Exercise #2 for CONTENT.

(This exercise in on audio-tape
and is read item by item. The
text and the answers axe found
in this report, pages 71-73. Have
the observers take out a sheet of
paper and number from 1-24 and write
the correct coding for CONTENT for
each item.)

Discuss the exercise.

Drive to School

Observet pairs practice coding CONTENT but each
uses own stopwatch. ,

Observer pairs in the same oom do one-twenty
minute reliability for CONTENT.

Observer pair practice coding MODE but each
usea own stopwatch.

Observer pairs use one stopwatch and do one.
twenty-minute reliability check on MODE only.

Drive to training site and lunch.

.1Z
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Tuesday afternoon
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(The assistant trainer computes the morning's reliabilities while
the trainer, conducts the afternoon session.)

1:00-1:10 Observers frequency total each category.

. 1:10 -1:30 Discuss questions from the morning's codings.

1:30-2:30 . Have observers do Practice Exercise #5 for
MODE-CONTENT to be coded only for CONTENT.

2:30-3:15

(This exercise is a written script oh
audio-tape and will be coded by sentences:
The text and the answers are'found on pages
125-132 of bhis report. Have the observers

take out a sheet of paper and write the .

codings for the sentences vertically down
the paper. Stop and discuss codes fOr
each pagelof the text.)

Have observers do Practice Exercise #4 for

CONTENT.

(This exercise.is a written script'on
audio-tape, accompanied with slides and

buzzes. The text and the answYrs are found
on pages 83-100 of this report. Have
the obse'rvers take out a sheet of paper

and umber from 1-26. Start the tape

and coordinate the slides.)

Discuss the exercise.

'3:15-3:30 Break

3:30-4:30 After observers have read pages 48 and 49 of this
report, have them do Practice Exercise #1 for

MODE-CONTENT.

(This is a written exercise found on page
. 50 of thii report.) Discuss exercise
item by item after the observers have checked
the answer sheet (page 57 in this report).

4:30 Trainer assigns Practice Exercise #3 for CONTENT
to be coded by sentences for homework. If the

.observers have questions, they may see the trainer

individually.

(This is a written exercise found on page 40
of this report. The text and answers are on
pages 74-82 of this report.)
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Wednesday morning.

8:00-8:30 Have observers repeat Practice Exercise #2 on CONTENT

(This exercise is on audio-tape and is
read item by item: It is fotind on pages
71-73 of this report. Have the observers
npmber a sheet of paper from 1-24 and,
wrlf the-correct coding for CONTENT for
each item.)

8:30-9:15

9:15-9:30

9:30-10:00

10:00-10:20

10:20-11:10

. 11:15-1:00

Discuss the exercise.

Drive to school

Observers use own stopwatches and practice coding
CONTENT.

Observer pairs in same classroom use one stopwatch
and do 2 fifteen minute reliability checks on.CONTENT.

Observers use own stopwatches and pfactice coding
MODE-CONTENT.

Two different pairs of observers use one stopwatch
and do 2 - fifteen.minute reliability checks on
MODE-CONTENT.

Drive to training site and lunch.
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Wednesday afternoon

(The assistant trainer computes the morning's reliabilities while
the trainer conduct, the afternoon session.)

1:00-1:20 Observers frequency total each category.

1:20-1:45 Discuss morning's codings.

1:45-2:30 Have Observers do Practice Exercise #2 for'Coding
MODE-CONTENT.

(This exercise is on, audio-tape and is
read item by item. It is accompanied by
slides. The text and answers are on pages
101-105 of this report. Have pbservers take

4 - ou a sheet of paper and number from 1 -27.
Start the tape and coordinate the slides.)

Discuss fhe exercise and collect the answer sheets
from the observers.

2:30-2:45 Break

2:45-3:30 Have observers do R4ctice Exercise #3 for coding
MODE-CONTENT.

3:30-4:30

(This exercise is a script on audio-tape,
accompanied with slides and buzzes. The text
and the answers are found on pages 106-124. of
this report. Have the observers take out a
sheet of paper and number from 1-29. Start
the tape and coordinate the slides.)

Discuss the exercise and collect answer'sheets from
oboe'rvers. -

Have Observers repeat Practice Exercise #4 for
CONTENT but have them code both dimensions. (MODE-
CONTENT)

(This exercise is a script on audio-tape
accompanied with slides and buzzes. The text
and answers are found on pages 83-100 in this
report. Have the observ,ers take out a sheet
of paper anthnumber from 1-26. Start the tape
and coordinate the slides.)

DiscuSs the exercise and collect answer sheets from
the observers.

4:30-4:45 Trainers explain Classroom Environment Forms (CEF)

,

(page 54 in this report.)

75
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Thursday morning

8:00 -8:30 Have Observers repeat'Practice Exercise #1 for
,,coding M -CONTENT.

ff

8130-9:15 Drive to school.-

(This is a wrrtten exercise found on page 50
of this report. The answer sheet to this
exercise is on page 57 of this report.)

9:15-9:30 Each observer uses own stopwatch and practices
Coding CONTENT.

9:30-9:45 Observer pairs use one stopwatch and practice
coding MODE,CONTENT.

9:45-11:10 3 different observer pairs use one stopwatch and
do 3 - twenty minutes reliability checks on MODE -
CONTENT.. At the end take 2 minutes to do CEF.

(Note to trainers: All reliabilities for.
MODE-CONTENT must be run. If time is short,
be sure that the activities during the 9:45-

. 11:10 time slot are completed.)

11:10-1:00 Drive to training site and lunch.

o

76
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Thursday afternoon

(The assistant trainer computes the morning's reliabilities while
the trainer conducts the afternoon session.)

1:00-1:20 Observers frequency total each category.

4411b1:20-2:00 . Discuss morning's codings

2:00-3:00 Have observers repeat Practice Exercise #5 for
MODE-CONTENT.

(This exercise is a written script on audio-
tape. The text and answers are found on
pages 125-132 in this report. The observers
should code MODE and CONTENT continuously and
sequences should be discussed. Also the
observers should code with their own stopwatches
for two minute stretches.)

3:000-3:15 Break

3:15-4:45 Trainers discuss travel vouchers and administrative
questions.

77



Thursday night

Discuss the reliability checks from the morning
w h observers. Review problem areas with each

'ob erver.



Friday morning

8:00 -8:25

8:25-9:10

9:10-9:25

9:25 -11:10

11:10-12:30

12:30-1:00

1:00-2:00

O
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Answer questions

Drive to school

.0

Cgs

Observer pairs use one stopwatch and practice
coding MODE-CONTENT.

3 different observer pairs,use one stopdatch and do
3 - twenty minute reliability checks in 3 different
classrooms.

(Include 5 minute orientation
and 2 minute CEF4)

Drive to training site and lunch.

Observers frequency tally.

Fill out travel vouchers.

ip

79
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Practice Exercise #2 for Coding MODE

This exercise is done on Monday morning.

The exercise is on audio-tape and is read item by item.

Instructions for the observers are on the audio-tape.

The audio-tape runs 9 minutes.

Answer Codes

S -talk

S-talk

T-talk

No-talk

Other Adult-talk
(see rule 1, p. 15
in this report)

T-talk

(see rule 1, p. 15
in this report)

Other Adult-talk

No-talk

T -talk

S-talk

Item

1. The student says, "You spell desk
as"d-e-s-k'," while the teacher
watches him.

%

2. The student answers, "Al comes
before 'F' in the dictionary,"
while the teacher is watching him.

3. The teacher says," "How do you spell
knickers?"

4. There is silence in the classroom
after the teacher has asked a question:

5. An aide and the students are reciting
pronunciation rules together while
the teacher is listening.

6. Students And teacher are pronouncing
together new vocabulary words listed
on the board.

7. An aide is reading the students a
story while the teacher listens.

8. The students are working quietly at
their desks while the teacher is
correcting test papers at her desk.

.9. The teacher is talking to half of
the class in a group while an aide
is talking-to the other half of the
class.

10. A student asks the teacher, "What.
story should I read next?" while the
teacher is walking past his desk.
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Answer Codes Item

T -talk

Machine

No-talk

T-talk.

Machine

No -talc

(see rule 2, p. 15,
in this report)

Other Adult-talk,

11. Td teacher says, "Everyone sit down
and be quiet.'!

12. A,machine-is pronouncing a list of
words which are on the blackboard
while the teacher and students listen.

13. Students are putting their books away
on the shelf on the side of the'room
while the-teacher' watches from her desk.

14. The teacher asks, "What does the word
tornattO mean?"

15. The students and teacher are listening
to a recording of a story as they
follow along in their books.

'16. The students and a teaching machine
are pronouncing words, in unison while
the teacher is correcting papers.

1T. An aide is, expaining what a tornado
is while the teacher and the students
listen.
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Practice 'Exercise #2 for Coding CONTENT'
0

This exercise Is done on Tuesday and Wednesday, mornings.

The exercise is on audio-tape and is read item by itemt,.

Instructions for the observers-are on the audio-tape.

The-audio -tape runs for 14 minutes.,

Answer Codes Items

8 1.-

2 2.

7 a ,3.

7 4.

6 5.

1 6.

e(see rule 30
'ih this report)

7.

sz

"i

The teacher says, "After you finish the
story? answer the questions"on page 110."

The teacher points to th written on the
board and sayt, "Pronounce the th sound
twq different ways."

The teacher holds up pictures of animals
and asks the students what they are.

The teacher holds up a maple leaf and
says, "Who knows what kind of leaf this
is?"

The teacher questions, "What is a Zndow
sash?" as she is reading ehe poem "T'was
the Night Before Christmas" to her students,
who do not have books.

The teacher writes the definnon of travois
on the board.

The teacher shows a picture to the class,
and says, "What are the people doing in
this picture, Jackie?"

qm
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Answer Codes Items,

,5
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.

S. The teacher points to not written on the
board and says, "If you say not then finish
the phrase with nor."

9. The teacher asks, In what part of the
dictionary will we find giraffe?"

1 10. After the teacher has asked for the
.(see rule 1 p. 29 definition f6r the word conscience which
in this report) the students have read in a story, a

student says, "1, know another meaning of
conscience, the hoy was knocked
unconscience with.\a baseball bat."

9 ,

-;

11. The teacher says, "I jike the way John
holds hi9 chair--the way Sally walks so
sofitly."

'a

2 12.- The teacher asks, "Which one of these
vowels is pronounced longW

2 1 13. A student reads aloud a paragraph from-
the stor0While the teacher and'ihe rest
of the class follow along in their book's.

11

ro

3

14. The teacher signs a tardy slip for one of
the students.

, .44

15. A 'student, says to the teacher, ""I don't
want to dO4this:"

16. The teacher says in a disturbed voice,
think you are forgetting your manners."

7"
TheAeacber writes'a sentence on the board
and°gQys, "Do you emember how to punctuate
sentences that someone has sirokenr

0
0

83
412
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Answer Codes Items

5 a 18.
(see rule 2 p. 29
in thig report)

9 19.

i
1 0 20.
(see .rule ,4 p. 31
in this report),

5 21..

10 22:

1 23.-
,

6_ 244

iMp" "

<t

v,

.

After a student' spelled corral, the
teacher' asked the class, "Is she right?"

The teacher says, "You all did very well
on you as t tests . "7 .

44 .

. .

The teacher 1.114,9 up a picture-of a
bicycle with the word,bicycle printed
under it and asks, ','How many of you ride
bicycles to sechoole:

..
Thei teacher asTcs,4" o can, spell defensive ? ".

\ ,,, .

,
,

,,-,-",
A s tad t ,nswets- a question incorrectly
anti ttte. teacher remarks, "No, that's not
the right answ,er.'"

%O.

The.teach,e,r asks, "What do you remember
abot..tt 'the story which tells you that the
mountain was rough and hard.tto travel?"

The students lave previously read the
-4torp.'

The teacherr is, reading a list of words to
the students. She says- the word and the
stbdents repeat it. The teacher has a
book, the stAdefits do not. .

4

O
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Practice Exercise 0 #3 for Coding CONTENT

This exercise is assigned by the trainer on Tuesday afternobn.

The correct CONTENT codes are in parenthesis at the end of each
sentence. 4'

Directions: For this practice exercise, write the code number of
the appropriate Content category Above the first word'

/' of each sentence. The category number should describe
the Content of each sentence. -

Teacher: Today were going to begin a study of some of the passages

of the Bible in order to see hm.,7, its authors used syMbols

and itages in their stories. (6) (Writes the Word

symbol on the board), (5) All right then, a symbol is

something which stands for of rep cents something else.

(1) Now this !'thine can be a word, a phrase, and object.

(1) Pete pointed out an object in the robin which

symbolized something else. (1) The flag vepresents

AU.S.A., freedom, etc. (1) In the Bible, we'll be

reading some, prose and some poetry which include words

used as symbols. (1) Once the symbols are understood,

it should be easier for you to Comprehend what the authors

are saying -- the Opinions that they are expressing. (1)

The first selection to read today is one that I'm sure

most of you are familiar with Psalm 23. (8) Since

you all have yourpown Yeesions of the Bible, I Can't give

you a page number, but the book ofiPsalm can be found

abo9- ut midway throligh the Old Testament. (8) And they're

numbered in order. (8) (Give students time to find

Psalm.) (4) Would everone now take a few minutes to

the. psalm to.himselfo then we'll have someone read
C. /

8
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it aloud. (8) (Pause to read.) (4) Who will vol-

unteer to read.the psalt aloud2--..()3) Jane? (8)

1 The Lord is My shepherd; I shall not want. (2)

2 He maketh me to lie down in -green pastures: he

leadeth me beside the still waters. (2)

3 He re-stor-eth mysoul: he leadeth me:id-the paths
'

righmtpous-ness for his name's sake. (2)

Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow.of

death, I will fear no evil for thou art with me;

thy rod and thy staff they conifart me. (2)

5 Thou' preparest a table before mein the presence of
o

mine enemies: thou a-noin-test my head with oil;

mycup runneth over. (2)

6 Surely goodness and mercy shelf follow me all the, days

of, my"life: and I will, dwell in the house of

the,Lord forever. (2)

, 45

Teachem: Fine,, Jane. (0) A good reading. (9) t But a few of

Pete:

Teacher:

%

those Words gave a little trouble. (8) Let's go back

to-clear them up. (8) First, you'll notice the old

fashioned endings on some of the words. (3) Can you

pick those out? (3) Pete? (3)

Yea. (3) There's maketh, leadeth, restoret17, leadeth

(again), tliou, thy, thy (agait),-thou (aga parest,

andimine sounds funny where it is, thou (again), anointest.

(whatever that means), runneth, and ....that's all. (2),

Good, Pete, I think you got them all (9) Now What

o s6
f*.
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about the "eth" endings? (3) How do we end these same

words today? (3) JOhn? (3)

John: "s", like makes, runs, leads. (3)

'reacher: And what about the "thous" and "thys"2 (3) Debbie? (3)

/

Debbie: The Quakers/ say that. (1) And I think the Pennsylvania

Dutch. (1) They all talk like that. (1) One time we

got off the Pennsylvania Turnpike and went to eat in a

place where they had that kind of food sand you should have

seen how they "dress and everything. (1)
4

Teacher: I think you're talking about the-Amish, Debbie. (1)
k

Let's go back too what jou said at the beginning about the

Quakers. (&) Some of them still do use thou and thy.
IV

(1) But do you know what they mean? (1)

Debbie: Sure. (1) That's their way of saying "you" and "your"

and stuff like that. (1)

Teacher: You and your. (1) That's right. (9). But I'm not so

sure it's an unusual way/of saying things. (1) After

all, weire used to the way the commandments say "Honor

thy father and thy mother." (1) It's jtist that we've

become a little less formal in the way we address people

nowadays. (1) The same thing goes for the "eth"

endings that we've changed to s's as John said before.

(3) There were a few other words that I'd like to check,

on before we go into the meaning of the poem itself.

(8) Does anyone know the meaning of reotorp?

JeFf? (1)
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Jeff: . To put back again: like when yau restore old furniture.

(1)

Jim: Yea,'or a house.or something.. (l

Amy: They do,that with paintings, too. (1) We learned that

inPArt class. (1) They scrape all the dirt off them

and the colors get bright again. (1)

Teacher: OK. (9)" Fine.- (9) Now let's look at the words

surrounding the word restore. (8) "He restoreth my

Jane:

/

soul." (2) Do ygu think the poet is talking.about

taking something off your soul so that it will get bright

again? (1) Jane? (1)

sort of. (1) I guess in a way, when you do some-'

thing wrong, your soul shows it. (1) I guess if it was

something you could see 7 I mean your soul - maybe it'd

get darker or something. (1) Then when you did some-7

thing good, it would sort of get clean again. (1)

Teacher: Well, I'm not so sure that that's what the poet means,

here, (10 or 1) but at least you've. got the meaning of

restore. (9) Now, what about righteousness? (1), Amy,'

r

Amy:

ad verse number 3 "again, please. (8)

e restoreth my soul: he leadeth me in the pgths of

ghteousness for his name's sake." (2)

fiavid: That means good or something 'cause the Lord would be

taking you down the(rogd to good, not bad. (1)
A

Teacher: Pete?. .(1)
j .

Pet
.''''

e:a- What about justice, 'like "he leadea me in the''paths of ,

88
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justice"? (1)

Teacher: Good, Pete. (9) Now one more word - anoints. (1)

Does anyone know what anoints means? (1) Chip? (1)

Why don't you read the sentence with the word in it?

(8)

Chip: "Thou anointest my head with oil." (2) It must mean

to put on or something that sounds icky! (1)

Teacher:' To us it might, I guess. (q But that was a Hebrew

custom that showed when a person was favored or someone

.

special (1) ,We'll get into that a little more later'.

(8) What about someone figUring out a word to substitutd -

for anoint in the sentence? (1)' -Carol? (1)

.

Carol:. Covers? "(1)

Teacher: Speaking 'of icky! (11 or'1) I doubt, that he was refer-

ring to that much oil, Carol. (1).

-ADebbie: How do you knoW? (1) Naybe,they had strange customs,

too.

?avid: What about marks? (1) He "marks my head (2) with,

.

_oil" 'cause you said,it had something to do with marking

Somebody special. (1)

t- Teacher: *Good, Da1e. (9) Let's get back to/the symbols being.
'P

used. (8) , Pete said that a,syntool is something which

Joe,:.

standb for:something'eXse. (1) The poet herd is David
- ,

;the same person who as a..boy killed 'Goliath. 41) /

You mean the kid.with the slingshot? (1), Tat was ,a

cool story, (1) He hit tha guy fight-in %Ile head

89

so

"IIT
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(1) ' Really, knocked him out. (1)% He couldn't

have
(
grown up to be a poet - after bein' such a. hero -

/Tthat's goofy. (1)
%
0

,

Teacher: Weal; he did. .(1) Ma* sometime you'd,like to read
4,

some'of the other parts of the story of David to see how

he grew up. (8 or 1) He was quite a hero,but he was

also a poet.- -(1): Anyway, to get back to the psalm, (8)

can anyone figure out what Syibol David is using for God?
,

(1) Debbie? (1)

Debbie: The Lord? (1)

Teacher: No, -:(10) that's just another word for the same person.

(1) Chip? (1)

Chip: A shepherd?' (1)

Teacher: Right. (9)-, See if you can pick out other words that
.

continue the image -'of the she herd and the countryside -%

Rd...oh? (1)

....

Rich: "Green pastures alley..:and rod and staff" (2) 7

aren't those things shaped like a question'mark that the

sihepherd in pictures always are carrying? (1)
.;

Teacher: You're right, Rich. (9) Anyone else have other sugges-

tions?' (8 or 1)' JOhn? (8 or 1)

'What about still waters - that's country. (1) BesidesJohn:

Pam:

you always_have to have water near where your sheep are

-
graiing. (1)

.

a 4And "leading me;" (2y because that's what a shepherd does
tr
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O

with his sheep...and paths because that's where he

leads them. (1)

Teacher: Fine. (9) Now read through the poem again and find the

relationship between the shepherd and leis sheep. (8)

Jeff? ,(8) .

Jeff: I guess ft would be the same as betwe9n any shepherd and

his sheep. (1) They depend on their shepherd for food
1

and Mater. (1) He feeds them around. (1)
/

Teacher: Then what do you suppose David is saying about his Lord?

(1) Jane?. (1)

Jane: That the Lordis like his shepherd. .(1) That makes him

the sheep, and the Lord leads him around. (1)

Rich: Yeh, and that he depends on the Lord for his food and

sr,

evawything. (1)

Debbie: But that's not true. (1): The Lord doesn't give everybody
'

their food. (I) They work to get money, then buy the

food like we do. (1)

Pete: P.-- Yeh, but, like who provides the jois and who gives you the

brains to learn a job so you'can get the job? <1)

Debbie: Well... (1)

Teacher: I think we're getting into personal beliefs here., (8)

It'll be hard not to during our disdussions. 6) But

to getiback to the poet himself, (8) why 'do you,think

Davi chose to use the symboLof a shepherd?' (1)

Ca se he thought sheep were cool - right? (1)

1

r
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Teacher: If a cartoonist were going to represent the U.S., why

would he be likely to use the national symbol of the

eagle? (1)

John: 'Cause everybody knows that. (1)

Teacher: 01W9) so? ,(1)

Roseanne: Oh, I get it. (1)

Pete: You always do. (11) -

Teacher: How do you. mean, Roseanne? (1)

Roseanne: Well, everybody here knows the eagle. (1) So everybody

then must have known a lot about sheep. (1) I guess there 1

were a whole lot of farmers or something. (1)

Teacher: Right - this is basically true. (9) A poet will generally

use symhols that his audience of readers will be familiar

with. (1) lo sum up then, (8) we have here one of the

(-----7.-raos famous poems in the Bible. (1) / It's a poem'in which

the main symbol being used is the shepherd. (1) It's a

poem in which the mood of comfort and peace js brought out

through David's choice of certain words and phrases. (1)0

It's easy to see why so many people "in the valley of the

shadow 5f death" those people who are sick or dying

or those who have just lost someone close to them find this

Psalm very important in their lives. (1) Some ofkyou

may remember seeing Governor George Wallace reciting the

Psalm at a special Mass said for him shortly after his

serious injury. (1) Would someone read the poem once

I
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more aloud now that we'Ve studied its meanings more

closely end can appreciate it more fully? (8) Jane

read the, first time - let's have someone else Jim?

(8)

Jim: Do you want me to read the old fashioned version-or the

modern one we figured out? (8)

Teacher: Try the old one again, Jim. (8) I think it'll come much

easier now (8) and it's really considered.a classic.

(1)

I

JiM: ° OK here goes! '0)

TheLord is my shepherd; I shall not want. (2)

He,maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me
4 t.

beside the still waters. (2)

He restoreth my soul: he leadeth me in the paths of

righteousness for his name's sake. (2)

Yea, though 1 w=alk through the valley of the shadow of

death, I will fear no evil: for thou art with

me; thy.rod and thy staff they comfort me. (2)

Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine

enemies; thou anointest my head with oil; my cup

runneth over. (2)

Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the day; of

my life: and I will dwell in the house of the

Lord forever. (2)
9;

93
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Practice Exercise #4 for CONTENT

This exercise is done on Tuesday afternoon (CONTENT only) and
'Wednesday afternoon (MODE-CONTENT) .

The exercise is on audio-tape and is accompanied with slides
and buzzes; A '*' appears in the text to correspond with the
buzz am the tape.

Instructions for the observers are on the audio-tape.
The audio-tape runs for 9 minutes. ,2

ITEM NO. TEXT . t CODE SLIDE
NO

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

During directions: "The first

voice you hear will be that of

the teacher."

(advance slide)

Teacher: Today we're going toi

read about the small;

country of Holland.

Although Holland is

a tiny country, long;

ago it was a very

powerful country.

Lefore we begin to

read, let's locate

Holland on the map.

, Does anyone know

94

81

129

Teacher alone

at desk

T at board,

talkineto S's--

no books
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ITEM NO.

1.

,2.

TEXT CODE

<1

on what, continent
4

* it lies?

Pam: Yes-, it is in Europe.

(advance slide)

Teacher: .0Very good. Does it
6

0

lie along-the coast-T.4

line or is it inland?,

By inland I mean that

it,is tiot near a

/large body of water

such as an ocean.

Nina: I think it is along

a coastline

Teacher:- Yes, it is. Pamr,

come show us where

Holland is on the

map.

Pam: Here it is.

(advance slide)

95

T-tal
6

SLIDE
NO.

S-tark
6

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

.
.

124 T with book;

raising hands--

no books

of

129 c1T talkina,to,S's

at board7-no books
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ITEM NO., TEXT CODE SLIDE.

NO.
1

Teacher: Yes, that's right.

3.

One of the large

bodies water which

affected theway the

people lived in

Holland is the North

k ,T -talk
Sea * Because

they lived along the

sea they became

sailors and fisher-

men. They also°

became a great. sea

power. T even

ruled other lands.\ 4

slide)*

I

Look at the word

power on'the board.

From What I ;1-ia--ve told

yoU, can yOu tell me

or give me an idea

of what power

1,

4, means*?
1

.ay 96

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

93 T points to

phrase on

board

a
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ITEM NO TEXT CODE SLIDE
NO.

ft

5.

1

Mae: If 'they ruled other

people it might mean

-they had a lot Of'

money. a

(advance slide)

(-

Joyce: It might mean they

were very strong.
1

Pam: I think it means

they could tell

everybody what

to *' do,

Teache Good:" I'd like you

to look at-the word

have just written

on,the board

(advance slide)\

mIt is de e up of two

tiny words you al-

.

ready-kno1.4 however,

)0.1
;

it 5s not ompound

97 /

S --tall

.

129

92

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

T talking to S's

at board--no books

T (Ocl

with books-

,
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ITEM NO.

6.

v.

.° 7.

TEXT,
o

'word. Can you tell\

me the two little

words?

Mike: car and .2. *

Teachdr: Put these two words

CODE SLIDE
NO.

DESCRIPT ON OF
SLIbE .

together and tell me

the word.

Mike: Cargo

Teacher: If a ship is carrying

cargo, what doe's it

have?

(advance slide)

Pam: It might be.carrying

'Teach

something people can

use. 4

Yes, very good *

You're getting the

right idea. Can yob

give me, an example?

George: It might be somethAg

to eat or it. might

4
4 be tools.

98

S -talk

2 '

T -talk

, 9

69' Tan 10

S's ith books

tt
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ITEM NO. - TEXT CODE SLIDE
NO.

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

8.

(advance slide)

0.

Teacher: , It could be. It

might'be something

which a "country

does not have and is

zr.

buying from another

Pause *

country.

Look at the new word

on the board. How

many syllables are

/

in it?

MikI : Three.. , ft

1

(advance slide).

Teacher: Try to pronounce the

word, putting the

stress or accent

No-
tajk 2

123

123.

T writes

colony'and

phonetic sp.

on board

T writes colony and

phonetic sp.

on goard



$

4
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V

ITEM NO. TEXT

9.

10.

1.

CODE SLIDE. DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

on the first

syllable. The o in

the first syllable

sounds like ah.

Mike: colony

(advance slide)

T -talk

2

Teher: Good work,. Now, can

you define the word? 4

.Joyce: I think it's a little -

town or city to which

i.

people come from

another continent

S-talk
or country. They 1

come 'c:t make a living,

,mostly\by.trading.

The pe4le who come

are called immigrants.

They are ruled by

another country.

(advance slide)

Teacher: t)ecellent. I would
I

100..

.1 ,

92

92

T and 9 S's pith

books

A

T and 9 S's with'

books



IL

ITEM NO.

-90--

TEXT- CODE SLIDE
NO.

DESCRIPTION OF,
SLIDE

11.
1 A

12.

like you to open your
IA

book to page 158:

The only thing-o}

page 158 is a piCture

of boats. What kinds

of ships. do you sge

- * Are they

modern or old-

.faslioned?

Mary: Old-fashioned.

Teacher: Who type of ship do

they look like?

advance slide)

Mary: They look like

pirate ships.

Teacher: Why do You think

that?

Nina: Because of the sails

and the way the

ships are built.

Teacher: It's not a pirate

T-talk
6

S -talk
6

124

tie

T with book; S's

raising hands-4

no books

/AA

°

I



Id.

,

tee

ITEM NO. TEXT CODE SLIDE
NO.

ship, but at the time

it Was used.kt had

.something that a

Pirate Ship also had.

George: The flag?

(advance slide)

4

Teacher: Yes, but that else?

You can't.see it in

the picture becaupe 4

it )-s in a storage

T -talk
13. place on the ship. * 6

The food and....

Teacher: A word we discusedd

before.

Pam: Ford and cargo)

I

Teacher: Right! These ships

were\buil y the

Dutch in order. to

carry cargo especial-

ly.

102

11.

gA

92

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

T and 9 S's with

books,
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ITEM NO.

1

15.

TEXT
, .

(advance slide)

Now I'm going to write

another word on the

;board. I've just

written' America

on the board *

You tell me what plat

'it reminds you of.

Anne: The United States.

Teacher: Alright. If I add 's'

to the word what will
...

it make you think of?

(advance slide)

o

)

1k1

Nina: Two Americas.

Teacher: Nfiktxp Americas are

Joyce:

there?

The-two continents

* of North and

South America

Teacher: Ty good. We shall

see how the Dutch

0

103

CODE 'SLIDE
NO.

T -talk

2

S-talk
1

93

69

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

T points to

phrae on'

.board

T and 10 S's with



O

ITEM NO., TEXT CODE SLIDE
N04.

DESCRIPTION-OF
SLIDE

16.

edtbese ships both

in North and South .

America, in Africa, and

in the West Indies and

East Indies. I've just

written New Amsterdam

on the board. Amster-

dam is a very important
7

city in Holland.

(advance slide)

It is the capital and

largest city. Although

this city does not lie -

long an ocean .it is a

great port.' It lies

(along a river and

canals,have been built

which connect, the river

with the North Sea. The

ships. * 'we shall read

about brought piddtxts,

from many strange lands

to thi's city. Look at

1,04

t.2

Ty talk

1 or 6

92

.`)

books

$1i with



7941:

ITEM NO. TEXT CODE SLIDE DESCRIPTION OF
NO. SLiDE

17.

the board again.

(advance slide)

Have I simply written

Amsterdam, or have

I added something to

it?

A

Tom: You put the word new

, in front of it.

Teacher: You are right *

The reason 'I have

written New

Amsterda because

the spleof Holland

cam to'North America

ong ago sand began

A
a colony there,

ance slide)

They traded with

this colony and call-

,,ed it New Amsterdam.

105

T -talk

9

on/

129

92

I

T at board,

talking to S's --

no.books

T a6d 9 S with

books
IMP



ITEM NO. 1EXT

-95-

CODE SLIDE D8SCRIPTION,OF
NO. SLIDE

19.

Pam: Where was the

colony *
J

Teacher: It was in the state,\

of New York.

(advance slide)

I would like you r50.-\

read the story on

page 159 and find out

two things.: 1) Firid

out how the Dutch be-

camg a great power

long ago

and 2) Find out how

the ships in the

picture helped them

to become strong.

Are there any

questions?

(advance slide)

,------'

H 106

69 T and 1 S's

T-tal
8 .

68

with be kd

reading

silently from

books

O



.s.

. -96-

ITEM NO.

ti

20.

21.

.r

"\

Pause *

CODE SLIDE
NO.

rS1

Anne: Wha.'s ,this word?

I've never seen it

before.

Teacher: It's starboard. It

means the right side

,

of the boat.

(advance slide)

a

No-
talk 4

Now that you have

finished reading I

would like you to

write a sentence

for each.of the vocab-

ulary words listed at

the end of the story.

The Sentences don't

have, to be long t.

just make pure you)

useeadh word in one

sentence':

107

a

T-talk
a

^3

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE.

T'and 10 S's

with books

I. I

go



a-
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a
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,

ITEM NO. TEXT C.ODE

O

22.

(advance sli )

Can I help you-, Nina?

Nina: I'don't know this

).word.

Teacher: Well, let's find

"where itwas used in

Nina:
a.

the story. Herg it

is. Can you read the

sentelte

"The Dutch sailors

were able to navigate

their ships by.

`watching the position

of the stars."

TeaOler: ICan you tell from

this sentence what

navigate. means?

Nina: Sailing?

(advance slide),

11'

teacher:.'That's close. Whydo

you think theylook

co

T -talk

8

SLIDE
NO.

116

DESCRIPT4ON OF.

T.. points into

°
1 S's hooky

oe.

7 f Points: into'

1 S's bosok



.3
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.

b

ITEM NO. TEXT. CODE sLpE
NO.

''DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

23.

24.

4-

at the stars to,

figure out their

positiori *'. ?

Nina: To see if.they're

on course. Oh, I-
.

know...it means to

steer the ship in,the

,N

Tight direct'Ion.

(advance Slide) i

Teacher: Very good. Now can

you:writ-ea sentence

- using navigate?

Nina: The boy navigated the

ships through, * the

rocks.

Teacher: Good,

(advance slide)

Mike: Are we going to

recess soon?

109

T; talk

1

58

S -talk

1

90,

10-

T & S Smile

at each other

T at desk,

pointing, to

3 S's

1



O
,o

ITEM NO. TEXT
sr, .

CODE
k
SLIDE
NO.

- DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

25..

26.

Teacheit In about 15 minutes.

T-tal
* Have you children 11

"finished your

sentences? ..

Joyce: Yes. Can we.play,

baseball this after-

non with the other

class?

(adOsnce Slide)

Teacher: That might tie

arranged. You 0
childr01 had better

go back to your

ddski; and be quiet.

The rest of the class

is still wo rkilig. I

\ know yOuqe excited
T-talk

* ibout'recess but , 10

if you're not quiet
o

until it is time,

I'll shorten it.

110

90 T at desk pOitaIng

3 S's

D



I

pftr

a Alright, puT ,

/
books .away aneiet's

line up for recess.

)

4,

OgSTRIPTION OF
//2'

SLIDE. 0

0



'

Practice Exercise #2 for MODE-CONTENT

This exercise-is.done on Wednesday afternoon.

2
The exercise-is on audio-tape and is read item by item.

. c.

Nstructions for the observers are on the audio-tape._

The audio-tape rugs 15 minutes.

ITEM
NQ.

0- TEXT .

, .

CODE . SLIDE
'NO.

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

1.

.

.

.

3.'

4.

5. .

-,

An aide says to a gLaup of
.

seven students, "Can yoU think
of another word that means. a"
violent windtorm; like the
word tdrnado that is written

Other
Adult
talk,1

, 41.

T-talk
2

.

S-talk
7

T-talk
9

10

.

.

.

_
61

49.

.

1'31

72

,rootft

21

,
.

.

Aide in
front of room,
1 S raises ham

T points to
board,aide ne:
to Contilblled
reader.

1 S with tape-
recorder--no
books.

q

T iajront of
. _

books opi

T writes
on board.'

,

.

on,the blackboard?" as the
.teacher watches.

The teacher points to tile
)otters gr on the board and

,

says to a grodp of 3 students,
"This sounds like grrrrr."

A machine and a student are
pronouncipg words at the same
time, whiile the teacher _is'
watching.

.

,

The teacher says to her' class
of 10 students, "You ail slid

very well on your speqling.
tests yesterday."

, *-e

While the teacher is writing 'T-talk
pronunciation marks on some
words on the board she,says,
"I want it quiet in this room,"
to fifteen students In the
class. . ,

.

i

.

.
.

.

11
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ITEM
NO.

TEXT CODE SLIDOESCRIPTIF OF
NO. . SLIDE

6.

7.

9.

10.

12,

After the teacher has asked the No-
class how to spell beagle, \talk
four children raise their 5

hands.

The teacher,and four students'
watch-a film about Great
Britain.

One student is sitting in the
front of the,room watching a

Pfilmstrip spell words, while
the teacher is'watching her.
Thp rest of the. class is doing
workbook exercises.°

While the students are talking
Softly to each other, and
drinkingailk,.ttle teacher is

counting mLlk money..

An aide is pronouncing, ,a word
for dne tudent while the
teacher watches.

While a class of 8 students is
writing stories, a student
goes up to the teacher's deSk
and asks her how to punctuate
sentences; she looks at her
paper and makes the correct
marks.

The, teacher and a student
Pare in the front of theiroom
reciting multiplication.
tables together.

13. The aide is reading a story
aloud to al,,Class o1 7 'students
while the teacher watches. The
students dcr not have books.

113

Mach. 7

Mach!5

No-
talk
11 0

Other".

Adult
talk,2

No-

3

T -talk

7

a

Other '

Adult
talk
2 or 6

67

fo:

1°8

30

I

45

32

.63

92

r at desk, 4 S's,
raise hands.

1 next to machine,
S's loOk at scteen

11 girl with
teaching machine

T alone at desk

,t

Aide at 1 S's
desk, T watches.

S next to T's
desk.

T and S in front
of room, no books

Aide in front of
S'S, all have bob
open

,



N

41-

103

ITEM
'NO.

ev

TEXT, CODE' SLIDE
NO. 41

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

0.

The aide asks-the teacher hOu'i. Ttalk 105
to spell-, a word and the teacher 8 (see
replies; while the 10 students rule 5
in the, clads are ,drawing page 31
pictSres. in this

report).

Aft the teacherlias asked' for S 4
t definition of cow.,,:bne talk 1
student in a group of fou'r
answers, "That's an animal that
goes oink, oink; and you get

o bacon from'It,"

The teacher calls one 'student T
up,toher desk and says, "The talk 9
story that,you wrote yesterday'
waOreally'good." The other
students ake playing word ;

\genies.

The teacher and 4 students are Mach 7 13
listening to a record which (see
.is reading a story about dogs- rule 9
and they are-passing around page 34
photographs of dogs. in this

report)

tta

The teacher watches a class of S
three students'who have just talk 1
read a poem about horses and (see
one stint says, "I got bitten rule (4

a horse once." page 31
in this

report)

The teacher listens -to a Mach 8
recording of the alphabet (see
while the seven students in rule 5
the class play word games. . page 31

in this
report)

114

6

T and aide stand
on side -of room.

T looksqat 1

I

T at deSk, 1 S next
t4 her'.

T.and 4 S's loOk
at taperecorder,.

T looks at 1 S,
books'open.

66 T alone with
tape recorder.



4%

ITEM
NO.

20.'

'21.

p22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

TEXT

-104-

CODE SLIDE
NO.

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIPE

4

While 5 students are drawing
pictures', the'principal and
teacher discuss the next day's
assembly

The tea4er is waiting for an
answer to the question she has
directed to the class of 8
students about where the verb
of a sentence should go on the
'diagram line she has just
drawn:

Three students and an aide
recite a Mother Goose poem to-_
gether from memory, while
the teacher watches them. The,

students have never read the
poem.

There are 2 groups of 4
students each making murals
and the teacherwho is watching
says, "The group in the corner
is getting too noisy."

..' Five students and the teacher

watch a cartoon.

An aide says to the teacher,
"What time is the assembly this
afternoon?" The 5 students tn
the class are writing stories.'

One student reads silently from
a controled reader in the back
Of the rdom while the teacher
watches. The 5 other students
in the class do workbook
exercisesl.

or'

J

115

Other
dult

talk or
-talk

A

T
11

'NoTtelk

Other
dult

talk 7
A

T-talk
10

Mach, 7

or 11

Other
Adult'
talk 11

?

ch. 4Ma

1 12 T and principal
stand at side
Of room

73 T points to
board, S's
eve books

open.

129

h

Aide at
front? of room,

S'S no books.

33 . T at%aek and
snapping fingers.

9 T next to film-
strip machine,
S's watch.

42 T and aide sit
at side of room.

9,

18 1 S looks into a
teaching machine.

I
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ITEM
NO,

TEXT" CODE SLIDE DESCRIPTION OF
NO. _ SLIDE

27.

t Et.

"s.

The aide says to 3 students,
"Which letter comes first in
the alphabet, Q or S?" while
the teacher watches'

k.

0

es.

1 11.G

Other
Adult-

- talk
5

51 The Aide pointS
to boat, S's
watch, and T
stands 'next to
a machine.
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Practice Exercise #3 fOr MODE-CONTENT

This exercise is dpne on Wednesday afternoQn.

The exercise is on audio-tape and is accompanied with slides
and-buzzes.. A :ic! appears in the text. to correspond with
the buzz on the',tape.

Instructions -forthe'observers ate on the audio-tape.

The audio-tape runs for 10 minutes.

ITEM NO. TEXT.
.

.CODE SLIDE
NO..

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

.

)

P.

..c

e-...

...

AP

,

During directions:
it>

.

.

,

81

.

,e*.

T alone lsitting

at desk

.

,

,

Aide alone sitting

at desk

,

.

(advance slide)
/

.

tkitst voice you hear iL1"The l f

be that f the teacher, Mrs'I'. -

Onite."
.

irs. White: Good-morning, I

am Mrs. Waite.

(advance slide)

"Thd next voice you hear will
,...P.,,

be that of the aide, Mrs.

Spencer"

Mrs. Spencer: Good morning,

4I am Mrs. Spencer.

"The pra'ctice exercise will
f

now begin."

. 117
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ITEM NO.

1.

r

TEXT CODE SLIDE
NO.

WCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

(advance slide)

Teacher: Today we're going to

do several things.

Some of us are going

te,

to work on spelling4

we'll be doing some

reading" from the

controlled reader,.

and Mrs. Spencer is

going toAlelp some

of you with contrac-

tionsl

'Mrs. Spencer: 44od morning,

boys and girls. Isn'

it a,nice day today?*

(advance- slide)

Teacher (to aide):

Mrs. Spencer, why

don't you take Group

A with you to the

back of the room.

11:8

t

104 T and aide in

front of room

S's with books

Other

Adult -

11

105 T and aide alone



44

0
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ITEM NO. TEXT CODE SLIDE
NO.

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE.

# 1

A'

a,

2.

h.

`Remember to stress hog;

and why the apostrophe

is used.

Mrs,. Spencer: All right. What

lesson .in the book

should we do today?

Shall I start with

Lesson 4 or have

you done that one al-
.

ready? 0

Teacher: Less= 4 is fine.

Group B, wil' l you go

sit by thef controlled

reader and Group C,

take out your spell-

ing books.

(advance slide)

Mrs. Spencer: Today'we re

going to work with

contractions. Turn

to Lesson 4 in your

workbooks. Does any-

one know whatfts

Other

Adult-

£alk,8

46 Aide and T

with 4 S's

open book

I



o

O

ITEM NO. TEXT, CODE SLIDE
NO.

-DESCRIPTIbir5f-
SIADE

I

3.

4.

contraction A

No? (Writes

on.the bodrd.) I'm

-writing a word which

is a contraction on
471

4 the board. Who knows

what this word is?

Julie: Doesn't

(advance Elide?

Mrs. Spencer: Good. Does any-

Tom:

one know what two

,

words make,,tip doesn'

Does and * and

No, do and not

George: What!s that funny
)

'mark in the word?

Mrs.Spencer: Don't call out

George. I'll call on

you if you raise your

hand. None of you

children has given

120

e r

Adult-

talk,3

S-talk

3

tl

109 Aide with S.'s--

I watches from

desk



.

fr

Act

1

( . -110-

.

r'i'EM NO. TEXT CODE.

the right answer yet.

Does anyone' have

another guess?

advance slide)

o.

Daes and not are the

two words in- doesn't

Now I've

written does and not

qn the board. What

letter is missing

from these two words?

Ni.na?

(advance slide)

Nina: The o is not..

Mrs. Spenceer:. Is that right?

121

Other

Adult-

talk,3

78

109

DESCRIefTIQN OF

, SLID&

ef

Aidegsointe-to

phrase on

blackboard; T
A

& S's tch.

Aide with

T watghes from

desk
a



. 4

1

..1ATEM NO. TEXT CODE SLIDE
NO.

DESC-RIPTION OF

SLIDE

6.

7.

"Pause No-. '

tglk

Students: Yes

(advance slide)

Mks. ,Spencer: y good. NOW

getting back to you

Oeorge...the funny

'mark_ is called an

apostrophe. Let's,

all say it together

Everyone says "apostrophe" *

GOO. The apostroph

is in-the word to re

place missing

letters. In tlais

case, which letter

. did Nina say was

missing?

122

Other

Adult

talk

or S-

.talk,2

Aide points

into an S's'book

--T watches.

)

0

s



ITEM NO. TEXT CODE SLIDE
NO.

8.

Julie: The o.

(advance slide) <z,

Mrs. Spencer: set 's see if we

can think of other
o

words that wedse

everyday which are

contractions.

Suppose we wanted to

make was and not
,

contractibn.,

''What would that be?

Mary: . wasn't

Mrs. Spencer: Good. Who can

'CZ

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE .

. . 61 Aide in, front

Other

Adult-

t' lk,3

think of another con-

' traction? I'll write

them on the board as

you say them.

z
a

123

of'S's - -T watches

from desk,

O

k



\

ITEM NO. 'TEXT CODE SLIDE
NO,

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

(advance slide)
6

Tom: don't

Mary:. won't

Mike : didn't

9. George: Howabout

wouldn't *?

(advance slide)

Teacher: While Mrs. Spencer i

working with Group A

I'd like GioUp B to

do some work in thei

spelling books. I-

4have a tape

recording of the

words in TAsson 12

that we worked on

r

S-tal

3

10. I the other day . T-talk

1241

8

43

14

49
Two S's talk--

aide & T watch

T & S's

at tape recorder

--closed books



4

4
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ITEM NO. TEXT CODE SLIDE'

NO.

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

r

4

Tom: Oh, boy, a tape

,

recordet!
C

Teacher: After I start the

tape, listen for the

word and then write

the correct spelling
t.

in your workbooks on

page 5.

(advance slide)

Are.you all ready?

Julie will start

the tape recorder,

,please? ,

Julie: It does4't work *

Teacher: Did you push the

"forward" button?

Julie: .011, I pushed the

"record"...there, nov

it's OK.

S -talk

8

l3 T & S's look

at tape recorder

--an S pushes

button

t.
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ITEM NO. TEXT CODE SL6E-
NO.

4
/

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

12.

13.

Teacher: Let's not talk now...

get ready for the

first word.

(advance slide)

The tape recorder is

now on..

Machine: giraffe. .* A

giraffe has a long

neck.

(advance:slide)

Machine:

Pause *

motor. The motor in

the car was not.work-

-ing.

(advance slide)

Teacher: Group C. I'll be with

you in a moment.

Please be quiet....

Group B is taking a

test. I think it

would be nice if

Mach 5

No-

talk,5

25

25

313

T and S's look

at ,rape recorder

T & S's irk

at tape recorder

T sitting at desk,

snapping fingers

I

1
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ITEM NO. TEXT_ CODE sLrDF.

NO.
DESCRIPTION OF

SLIDE

14.

15,

you thought 44"

about what other

udents are, doing

and not talk loudly. * T-talk

10

Machine: yellow. I bought a

yellow balloon at the

'fair.

(advance slide)

Teacher: Ok, Group C, let's

get ready to read.

Our story today is

an interesting one..

it's about a tornado.

Who know what a

tornado is? *

Julie: A big storm.

George: A funny cloud that

picks up houses.

Mary: There was-a ,tprnado

,,- in the Wizard of Oz

and it carried a

T & 4 S's

watch 4controlled

reader



a

ITEM NO. TEXT

house, a girl, and .a

dog to a far away

land.

(advance slide)

Teacher: It seems you have a
*

Tom:

"good idea of what a

tornado is. In this

story the tornado iq

called atwister:

Why do'ou think it's

called that?

Because it twists and

16. turns.

Anne.: Because the clouds

come twisting down

from the sky.

Teacher: Good. Do we have a

lot of tornados here

in Maine?

Julie: No.'

Teacher: Where are there a lot

of tornados?

(advance slide)

1.Z8

CODE

Stalk
6

es

SLIDE
NO.

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

10 T & 5 S's watch

controlled reader'

T & 4 S''s

watched controlled



ITEM NO. TEXT
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18.

4

We'll find the answer

to that in the story.

I'm going...to start

the reader now.

George; will you turn

claim the lights on

this §ide of the room,

Today's speed will be

a little faster"than

yesterday's.

Machine starts

A Texas Twister

(advance slide)

Teacher: I -think it's better

Pause *

Teacher:

'if we read to our-

selves, Tom." Every-

body can try to keep

up with the speed.

Group B, are you

finished? Good, turn

back to page 2 in

your workbooks and

correct your words.

129

CODE

T-talk

8

Mach 4

) c,

SLIDE
NO.

DESCRIPTON OF
SLIDE

10 T & 5. S's watch

controlled reader
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ITEM NO. .TEXT CODE SLIDE
NO.

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

19.

20.

Alt

(advance slide) 63 T and S'-talk in

front of room

Julie:

When you're finished

do:page 6, using the

words that you made

mistakes oil.

I got them all

right. *

Teacher: Good, Julie. You can
#

go to the library

shelf and pick out a

book to read.

S-

5

talk

sr

(advance slide) T & 4 S's have

Teacher: OK, Group C. _Open

your books to page

203 to, the story

that you've just read

on the controlled

reader. *Where did

this, story take ice?

George: In Texas.

(adVance slide)

la°

T- talk
8

006 open

7 T & 5 S's talk--

ha

U
ve books open
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ITEM NO. TEXT CODE SLIDE
NO.

21.

o

jeacher:/What was. the weather

like on the Aay that

the twister. came?

Julie: It was het.

George: It was still and

quiet.

Mary: It ha4justrained:

Anne: No it hadn't. It .

hadn't * rained in

a long time.

. Mary: There were lots of

dark rainy clouds

though.

Teacher: You're both right:'

It hadn't rained in

a.long time but the

sky was full of dark,

rainy clouds.

(advance slide)

Geor

Was it windy?

It was real still

before the twister

S- talk

1

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

looks at l'S

in class--all

ave Kooks open
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ITEM NO. TEXT CODE SLIDE.

NO.
DESCRIPTION OF

SLIDE

came but then- it got

really windy when the

22. (7 saw * the twister. S -talk

1

y

Teacher: Who saw the twister?

. A man and three

children. TheyweSt

to the house and4told

mother.

(advance slide) T & 4 S's have

Teacher: Then what happened? books open

They went to.the

a basement.

Teacher: 'what word did they us

tst.n the story that

Means the same as * T-talk
1

basement?

Look on page 204 and

see if you can find

it. Raise yodr hand

when you have found

the word and can read

the sentence.

(advance slide)

Julie?

132

44

T looks at l's

in class -- all

have books open



ITEM NO'. TEXT CODE SLIDE
NO.

DESCRIPTION OF .

SLIDE

24.

Julie: I found it. The last

sentence on the page.

(reads) "Joe said,

'It looks likd we'd

* bettet go to the

cellar. We'll'be saf

there."

(advance slide)

Teacher: Wily do people go to

basements and cellars

when tornadoe's come?

S-tal
2

25. Pause * No-

)

Talk

Anne?'"

Anne: Because then they're

underground. The

tornado' can't hurt

them if they're

underground.

(advance slide)

George:. The tornado doesn't

always touch the

ground.butif it doe

67

7

T at desk--

4 S's raise their

hands

T & 5 S's talk --

have books open
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ITEM NO.

(

26.

27.

TEXT CODE SLIDE
NO.

DESCRIPTION OF

it can't reach down.

Teacher: Very good. I'd like

you to answer the re

of the queptiOns

which are on page 206.

When you're finished

you may take out your

crayons and draw a

picture of a tornado

or any part of the

story that you like.

,(advance slide)

George and Mary,

let's go back to the

Tr talk

8

back of the room * T-talk
8

and review those

multiplication

tables that we did

yesterday in class.

iMary, will you start

with the 2's?

(advance slide)

134

5LIRE

T talks to 1 S

in front of room

23 I2 S's and T sit

in back of room.. ,

7 no books
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ITEM NO. TEXT CODE k SLIDE
NO

itt

28.

29.

Nary: 2 x 1= 2, 2 x 2= 4

-2 x 3= 6, 2 x 4= 8

2 x 5 * 10,

2,x6 = 12, 2 x 7 =14

,.2 x 8 = 16, 2 x 9-= 1E

2 x 10 = 20:

Teacher: Good, Mary. George,

can you do the05's?

(advance sli:dee)

George: 5 x 1= 5, 5 'x 2 =0 10

5 x 3 = 15, 5 x 4 =20

* 5 x 5 = 25,

5 x 6= 30, 5 x 7 =;

35, 5 x 8 = 40,

5 x 9= 45, 5 x 10 =

50.,

Teacher: Very good.

7

S tg1
7

DESCRIPTION OF
SLIDE

2 2 S's and T sit in'

back,.of room--no

books

135
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Practice Exercise #5.for MODE-CONTENT

This exercise is dole on Tuesday afterriO&L
(CONTENT only) and on Thursday afternoon
(MODE - CONTENT:)

The exercise is On audio-tape.

The instruttions for the observers should be
given by the trainer.

The correct CONTENT Codes,are
- of each sentence.

The audio-tape runs 12 min1tes.

V

in parenthesis at the end

lo

vr

Teacher:' Our story today is about a secret. (6) What is a

secret? (6) Anne? (6)

Anne: It's something you tell Just your filend and she's not

supposed to tell. (6)

Mike: She'll probably tell, though. (6) A secret is some-

Lisa:'

thing you know and don't 611 anyone. (6)

But Mrs. White, you cantell someone a''secret. (6)

Teacher: That's the problet with a secret - how many people can

know something and have it remain a secret? (6) Do youa

all agree a secret is something you don't want everyone

to knownP'(6)

Students: (Various responses of agreement) (6)

Teacher: The title of our story is A, Secret for Twenty-five Years.

(6) Now that's a long time to keep a secret, isn't

it? (6) Find A Secret for Twenty-five Years in your

books:- (8)

.Lai6
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Teacher: ToM, how do you find something quickly in a book of
c

stories? (1 or 7)

Tom: Oh. fou look in the Table ofCont.entb. (1 or 7)

Teacher: Where do you find th.fsStory starts, Richard? (1)

Tom: On page 204. -(1)

Teacher: et'S all turn to 9 (8) When do yOu ,think this

'story takes place? (1) 'Geo-re? (1)

George: A long time ago (1).

Teacher: What makes you think.so? (1).'
4

George: Well, the people aren't using cars. (1) They are in a

Teache

Julie:

wagon pulled by horses. (1) And the man is dressed in

an old feshion...in old-fashioned clothes. (1)

,That's a pretty good guess. (9) Let's see., (8)
0

Julie will you read the first- paragraph in the box on

'page 204, please? -(8)

"Grandfatfit-Fnearly missed his train when an u . .

u . . . (2)

Teacher:.-, Julie, when we see'a word we don't know, what is.,the

first thing we do? (2.)

Julie: See if there are any prefixes or suffixes oucit - Oh,

take off the un. . . oh, (3)' unusual. (2)

"Grandfather nearly missed his train when an unusual

fam y.kept him from crossing a bridge. (2) It was

many years before the whale.story was told about that

0 family." (2)

137
0
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Teacher: I don't think this is a whale story, Julie. (I0)

Tilht's a long o in whole. (2) Why is it a long 0,

Lisa? (2)

Julie: because f the final silent e. (2)' 1Whoops! -, (2) "The

4.

Teacher: What do you think the unusual family could be? (1)

Mike? (1)

whole story was told about the family." (2) -

Mike: Indians? (1)

Teacher: That might stop Grandfather! (1 or 9) You'll find Out

as you read the story. (8) Right now, read silently to

the first paragraph on page 206 to discover what this

unusual family was and where the boy is taking the man

in the wagon. (8)

Pause (4)

Tom: What's this word? (2)

Teacher: What sound does it begin with? (2)

Tom: r (2)

Teacher: What are the vowels? (3)

Tom:, o and u. (3)

Teacher: What is one' ou sound, Tom? (2)

Tom: Ou like in ouch? (2)

Teacher: Yes, but not this time, or 10) What about another

ou sound? (2)

Well, let's try the gh sound. (2) What is that? (2)

Tom: f (2)

las
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.0,

(11

1287

Teacher: Good, that's it. (9)' Now txt$ the word with what you

know about the beginning and ending sounds and guess at

.the vowel sound. (2)

2, .

1!"
Tom: 'Rowf (2)

, /
teacher: Now try reading the sentence without the word, but guess

Tom:

by the meaning of the rest of the sentence what the word

might be. (2)

"The road Was very and stony there, (2) Oh,

D

rough. (2)

Teadher:- That's good. (9)

Lisa: Oh, this story is about skunks. (1)

Giggle, giggle, giggle (11 or 4.

Pause (4)

Teacher: What was the unusual faily, Mary? (1)
0

Mary: Skuhks! (1)

Teacher: Yes, (9) and who says they are skunks, George? (1)

George: Patrick. (1)

Anne: No, it's Grandfather. (1)

Teacher: 'George, will you read the part that tells us' who says

they are skunks? (8).

George: "'That can't be a . . -,'said Patrick, shading his eyes

with his hands." (2)

Teacher: Does Patrick actually call the&skunks, George? (1)

George:, No, I guess not. (1)

139
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Here it is, Mrs. White, near the bottom of page 205. (8)

'Sure enough, it's a mother skunk with five young ones,

half grown,' said Grandfather." (2)

Teacher: Good! (9): When Grandfather says, "Isn't he bold!" To

whom is he referring? (1) Pam? (1) 0

George? (1)

George: The skunk. (1)

p

Teacher: Yes, (9) and what did the skunk do that,was bold? (1)

George: He came right out in the road. (1)
P

0
-Teacher: Why do you think that was bold, George? (1)

George: I don't know. (1)
7

Teacher: What is another word for bold? (1)

Wary: Daring? (I)

Teacher: Good. (9) Any other word that means bold? (1)

Anne: Brave"! (1)

Teacher: Yes, very,goo4. (9) What do we call these words that

mean the same as another word? (1)

Julie: Cinnamons? (1)

Teacher: Almost the right word. (1 or 9) Can anyone remember

the word? (1).

Lisa: Synonym. (1)

Teacher: That's right. (9) Remember synonyms are words which have

the same or almost the same meaning,s another word. (1)

.ow, can you give an antonyM for bold?

140

(1) George? (1)



George: Afraid? (1)

Teacher: Good. (9) Another antonym-for bold? (1)

Mary: Shy. (1)

Teacher: Very good. (9) And what is an antonym? (1)

.George? (1)

George: The opposite meaning. (1)

-130-

,Teacher: Good. (9) Now, going back to the question . (8)

Why was it bold o.f the skunks to come right out on the

toad? (1) Geo

George: They weren't afr

Teacher: That's a pretty

1 animals usually

George: They stay hidden

ge? (1)

id of people, I guess. (1)

ood assumption: (9) What do wild

o when they see people? (1)
/-`

(1)

Teacher: That's right! (9) And where was Grandfather going, all

dressed up; that he had to,be-so careful not to tangle with

skunkgq ,(1) Nina? (1)

Nina: To make a speech

Teacher:

to some teachers at a big meeting. (1)

And why was Patrick so careful with his wagon? (1)

Who can read the part that answers this questionl (8)

Julie? (8)

Julie: On page 205, the first paragraph. (8) "Patrick,s

an .-. ." (2)

Teacher: What is the first thing you look for in a word you don't

know? .(2)

141
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Julie: 4Prefix of suffix. (3)-

Teacher.: Are there any? (3)

Julie: Yes, able. (3)

Techer: And what do you have left? (3)

Julie: Agree . . . agreeable. (2 or 3) " Patrick , an

agreeable young Irish fellow, had come for Grandfather,

driving his very best pair of fast horses" . . . hit . .

hitch . . . ed . . . "hitched to his new light wagon.

(2) The wagon was the finest in the.town." (2)

Teacher: Very good, Julie. (9) .I like the wr you figured out

.hitched all by yourself. (9) The ed ending has 3

sounds. (2) What are they? .(2) Anne? '(2)

Anne: Ed, d, and t. (2)

Teacher: That's right. (9) We'll get some words spelled with the

ed ending and ed, t, and d sounds later. (8) Right

no let's read on to page 208 to see what Grandfather and

Patrick did about the skunks. (8)

0- Pause (4)

Teacher: What did the mother and her family do when Grandfather yelled

at them? (1) Will you read it for us please, Mary? (8)

Mar9.4 : "The mother turned her head toward him, and two of the

young ones stopped playing, but the they showed no signs of

thinking his performance disagreeable." (2)

George: Boy, they were bold! (1)



Teacher:

Tom:

Laugh

'Geoige:
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-s

Yes, it seems so-- (9)' but yt's read on through page

212 to.see what develops next: (8) ,

i

.>

Why wouldn't the driver.of the lumber wagon throw stones 1,7,

at the animals? (1) L

Because he didn't want his valuable furniture to

sprayed. (1)

(1),

Once my dog, got spraYed and, wow! was he a mess.1

He couldnit come in the house for a month. (1)

Teacher:. What did you do for your dog, George? (1)

George: We got him clipped and washed hut he still smelled awful

Teacher:

asp

Ma'ry

Teacher:

for a while. (1)

You can understand, then, why no one wanted to disturb

the (i) Wha\. was the boy's' idea for moving

the furniture tb Arlington? (1) Mary? (1)

The could swap loads and turn around and go back the way

they came without ever going near the .skunks. (1)

Yes. (P) That was pretty clever, wasn't it? (1)

What dlid they use for a bridge? ,(1)

Several
Students: An iron g board. (1)

Teacher: What di\Grandfather leave behind in Patrick's wagon?. (1)

Anne: His speeCh. (1)

e .
Teacher: Yes. (9) Wouldn't that beta shock! (1) Now, let's

finish the; story and see how Grandfather makes out. (8)

t'l&-,


